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Thurston resigns as head coach
I ,

__

By Mark Chamock
slall writer "

.

One year after being named Colonial
Athletic Association Coach of the Year,
head basketball coach John Thurston
ended his 13-year relationship with
JMU Friday after a 6-11 start and
mounting concerns over the image
portrayed by the basketball program.
University officials met Friday
morning to decide Thurston's future
with the university because a clause in
the third-year coach's contract called for
Thurston to be notified by Feb. 1 if his
contract would be renewed following
the 1987-88 basketball season.
JMU athletic director Dean Ehlcrs and
President Ronald E. Carrier issued a
statement following a 10:30 a.m.
meeting with Thurston that said the
university "declines to renew the
contracts of Mr. Thurston and his
assistants," which end March 31.
Following the announcement and an
emotional meeting with his players,
Thurston held a private press conference
at his home late Friday afternoon to say
that he would not coach the Dukes for
the remainder of the 1987-88 season.
JMU assistant Tom McCorry will
finish the season as interim head coach,
Ehlers said. McCorry's debut was an
86-66 loss to George Mason Saturday
night.
"I was really given the option of not
continuing this year," Thurston said.

■'

■
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John Thurston

Tom McCorry

"And you have to understand that basketball program with a good public
basketball season is very tiring. . . .
image and one which maintained good
"I guess the emotion of this last week relationships with the students, the
and the suddenness of it has really been players, the fans and the JMU faculty,"
draining on me. I just think it's best to Carrier's statement continued.
get out of the way of the players and
Ehlers added that the decision was not
allow them to enjoy the year and gel based on any one aspect. "It was a
about their careers. I don't want to be in " combination of things," he said. The
the center of a storm anymore."
administration's concerns started in the
The announcement came in the wake early part of the season after Thurston
of growing tensions between Thurston lambasted JMU fans for not supporting
and the JMU administration over the Dukes in their home opening 78-76
negative academic and public relations loss to Virginia Commonwealth.
incidents, which Carrier said were not
Things continued to heat up last week
"portraying an image consistent with when Thurston reinstated sophomore
that of the academic community.
guard Claude Ferdinand. Thurston
"Obviously, there were concerns over announced before the Jan. 20 win over
whether Mr. Thurston could establish a Richmond that Ferdinand would sit out

the rest of the season to concentrate on
academics after failing two courses in
the fall and registering late for the
spring semester. Ferdinand did,
however, meet all NCAA and
university academic standards.
Thurston reinstated Ferdinand, who
was the team's second-leading scorer,
before JMU's 73-63 loss to Navy
Wednesday, after a meeting with Ehlcrs
Tuesday to discuss his contract status.
Following the loss, Thurston
commented on why Ferdinand, the
team's second-leading scorer was back.
"There arc two reasons why I brought
Claude back. One's named Clancy, the
other's named Corey," he said, in
reference to his two daughters. "I think
the Claude thing was terribly wrong,
but I have two kids to feed. It was
wrong to bring him back. Thai's all I
can say."
Carrier said further in his statement
that the concerns over image had "been
amplified by actions and statements by
the coach this week, making it clear
that further contractual negotiations
would not be useful."
Thurston, who served as an assistant
under Lou Campanelli from 1975-85,
had a career 31-44 record at JMU. His
team was voted the most improved
team in the nation after rebounding
from a 5-23 mark in 1986 to a 20-10
See THURSTON page 2>

Proposed parting deck doesn't get off the ground
By Sarah Michel
staff writer

Construction of a three-level parking deck behind
Anthony-Seegcr Hall has been stopped before it
even started.
^
"The basic reason is it was not included to the
Governor's proposed budget," said Fred Hilton,
referring to the 1988-90 Governor's budget before
the Virginia General Assembly.
N
The $3.5 million proposed parking deck would
have added 700-750 parking spaces to JMU.
The state wanted to recommend constructing the
parking deck only if users paid a fee to help fund
building costs, Hilton said. Students and faculty
members using the deck would pay a daily, weekly

- i .

or monthly fee.
"I don't think it's feasible to offer a lot like that^at
a university," Hilton said. JMU had planned to fund
the parking deck with general fees paid by all
students.
The state didn't want all students paying for the
deck that only some of them would use, said
Linwood Rose, vice president for administration and
finance.
"I think a university is very comparable to a
community," Rbse said.
He reasoned that since all residents in a
community must pay taxes to support public
schools whether or not they use them, all students
at JMU could help fund the parking deck. %.
William Jackamcit, assistant vice president for
•

resource planning and policy studies, said, "Our
approach was to treat the deck just like another
parking lot. We don't think the user fee is
workable."
Another reason JMU decided against the
state-proposed user fee because the parking deck
would not have been in a location convenient for
most students.
JMU feared that students would not wantHo pay
for a less than ideal parking space if they could park
elsewhere for free, Jackamcit said.
^
If JMU could not gel enough students to use the
parking deck, the university would lose money on
the building.
t

See PARKINC»„page 2>
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Thurston ——
to come to an end."
college head coach and I'm ready to do
McCorry,
who
came
to
JMU
as
what has to be done."
record last season.
Thurston's
assistant
three
years
ago,
He added that some of the players
JMU also made it's first postseason
was
chosen
as
the
head
coach
over
were
upset that Thurston-would not be
tournament appearance in four years
JMU's
other
assistant
coach
Dave
returning
to finish the year.
when it lost in the first round of the
Dutton
because
of
his
past
head
"They
were
upset," he said. "They all
National Invitation Tournament to
coaching
experience
at
Trenton
(N^J.)
liked
coach
Thurston
very much and
Stephen F. Austin.
State.
they
respected
coach
Thurston.
They
Thurston said he has no regrets about
He
was
notified
that
he
would
be
the
were
upset
about
the
situation.
leaving JMU, and thanked the,,
"But like anything else you've got to
community and the students for their head coach after a 5 p.m. meeting
Friday
between
Ehlers
and
the
players.
look
forward from here. What's done is
support
Ehlers
later
met
with
the
team's
three
done.
You have to focus now on what
,"It's been a great 13 years, and I want
seniors
to
discuss
why
JMU
is
off
to
a
happens
from here on in."
to thank the university for giving me
Said forward Kcnnard Winchester,
the opportunity to be a Division I head 6-11 start.
"He just asked us why we feel we're "When he left, I felt like a part of me
coach," he continued in an
emotion-Filled statement. "I have no not playing so well," said point guard left with him, because he was a pretty
animosity towards anyone. I chose this Ben Gordon, "I said it was lack of good coach and I respect him and he
career, and if it didn't work out it's concentration, and Rob [Griffin] said it really tried to help me out.
was chemistry."
because I didn't make it work out.
"I miss him, but we have to go from
"I take full responsibility for
McCorry now is looking forward to here." >
everything. I never meant to rub getting things back in order.
Ehlers told McCorry and Dutton that
anybody the wrong way, but I work
"We've got to get over the initial their contracts would be extended until
very hard and I care very much about shock of the situation. . .," he. said. June 30, and encouraged both of them
my program, and it's just time for that "It's a difficult time, but I've been a to apply for the head coaching position ■
> (Continued from page 1)

•
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when it came open at the end of the
season. McCorry said he. will apply for
the position.
"This has been a goal of mine all my
life," McCorry said. "This is not the
way I wanted to be put in this position.
John Thurston is a close friend and I
have a lot of empathy with John and I
understand what he's going through.
"Again, I have to look to the future
and my focus has to be on the team.1*'
For Gordon and a few others on the
team, the season has basically come
down to playing within themselves.
"A learning experience, pretty much,"
is how Gordon described this season.
"We had a meeting amongst ourselves,
and I told them we just have to go out
and play for ourselves, and to win for
ourselves.
"I know we all have a sense of pride
in ourselves, so we just have to go out
and play with pride, and play hard.
That's all you can do."

Parking

► (Continued from page 1)

Since the governor rejected the proposed parking
deck, a traffic consultant will be hired to study
campus traffic pajjems-and suggest ways to improve
JMU's parking situation; Jackamcit said.
"I'm sure we'll expand Z-lot," Jackamcit said. He
estimated up to 200 spaces can be added to the lot.

which received a 150-space addition last summer.
Jackamcit speculated that an additional parking lot
could be constructed on the site behind
Anthony-Sccgcr Hall that JMU had wanted to use
for the parking deck.
Adding spaces to A-lot behind Maury Hall also is
a possibility, Jackamcit said. By marking angled
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CORRECTION
• Eric Hurt, a member of the JMU
College Repblicans, was misquoted in
the page one election story of the Jan.
28 issue of The Breeze. His quote
should have read, "If the Democrats gel
back in it's going to be a long four
years for this party."

Charlottesville:
"Newcomb Hall, main desk
'Back Alley Disc
"Disctraxshuns
"Mincer's
•Plan 9

Harrlsonburg:
•Record Corner

Tickets are $15 for non-UVa Students
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Help provided by Corona \1

kinko's
1010 South Main St.
Harrlsonburg, Va 22801

433-9287
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7ne Breete is published Monday and Thursday
mornings and distributed throughout JMU.
Mailing address is Tne Breete. Communication
Department, JMU, Harrisorburg. Va. 22807.
For advertising, call 568 6596. For editorial offices,
call 568 6127.
Comments and conplaints should be directed to
Rob Washburn, editor.

Advisers

Smoking marijuana is a lot more dangerous than you think And a lot less cool

t

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION

The Christmas Seal F"eople®

When the Question is Haircare

>eze
Rob Waahbum
Mike Wilson
Diane Benevidea
Melissa Amoa
Martn Rornkje
Amy Porter
Pam Wiley
Mark Longenbach
Kathi Chincrwlo
Sonny Dearth
Cathy Cai«y
Mart Chamock
Stephen Rountrea
Cathy UckHI
Lawrence Jackson
Heather Dawson
KiMnFay
Wendy Trainer
Crag TutwMer
Jufe Scon

Rose said JMU will consider purchasing property
near the university to use for parking lots. "We are
just as convinced as ever that we need to expand
parking. There's no disagreement about that."

Buffet

allabW at:

Managing ecaior
Business managar
Design/Layout editor
News editor
Assistant news editor
Features editor
Assistant teaiuies editor
Business editor
Spans editor
Assistant sports ednor
Editorial editor
Assistant edlonat editor
Pnoto ednor
Assistant photo editor
I Wireeoitor
Production manager
Assistant business manager
Ads design manager
Marketing manager

parking spaces instead of straight ones, JMU could
increase parking capacity without adding much
asphalt, he added.

Rip De Luna
Alan Necfcovritz
David Wendetken

Salon Menu
For February:
Highlighting $22.00
with JMU ID
Apprentice Prices
Also with JMU ID

The'Xnswer is Simple.
THG

HdlRLOOM
433-3500
(Behind Bonanza)
620 HAWKINS ST.
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Staff graphic by LAURA SCHREINER

Some students shun new seatbelt law
By Amanda Benson
staff writer

\

Even with a new state seatbelt law, some students
still leave their seatbelts dangling ne^rrto their seats.
These people could now face a $25 fine if they
don't start buckling up.
Virginia's mandatory seatbelt law went into effect
Jan. 1. Although police officers can't pull over a
driver for not wearing a seatbelt, they can increase,
their fines if they cite them for another motor vehicle
violation.
Since the law is new, police arc "especially on the
lookout" for drivers not wearing seatbelts, said Sgt.
G.R. Cyrus of the Virginia State Police. Of the
16-county divisions that include Harrisonburg, there
already have been over 100 violations, he added.
Both the driver and the front-scat passenger must
wear their seatbelts, Cyrus said. "It's a smart law.
You ultimately know that it's safer, and less people
will die."
Although there are many myths about seatbelts,
wearing them "at all times is the best bet," Cyrus
said. For example, many people wear seatbelts only
on long trips, but it's been proven that most car
accidents happen witliin 25 miles of where a person
lives, he added.
*- Another common misconception among motorists

still forget.
is that you have a better chance of surviving an
"When I'm driving, I usually remember to wear it,
accident if you are thrown from the car, Cyrus said.
but when I'm a passenger, I usually forget," she said.
In reality, "a person who stays in the vehicle is much
Senior Tom DeGiulo, a student from New Jersey,
more likely to survive than one who is ejected."
Despite obvious advantages of wearing a seatbelt, said, "I didn't even know there was a seatbelt law
"some people will just never wear them," Cyrus said.
here.
"I wear it on occasion. With the new law, though, I
But "the younger generation has grown up with
seatbelts. . . they'll accept them much more readily guess I'll start wearing it more often — I don't want
to get caught," he said.
than older generations who've stuffed them behind
Junior Bob Jones said he wears a seatblet on longer
their seats their whole lives."
trips, but "not around town — you're only going
Alan MacNutt, director of campus police and
about 20 miles and hour anyway.
safety, said, "Seatbelts are a tremendous idea — I'm
"I hardly ever wear it as a passenger because you
all for it.
make
the driver feel like he doesn't know what he's
"Gradually, people will get used to it, and
doing," Jones said.
eventually it won't be a big issue."
Paul Daniels said, "For the most part, I don't wear
MacNutt said he feels "more secure" wearing a
one,
but it's a good law. It should really be up to the
seatbelt. "I've been a sports car enthusiast since
individual
— it's your own safety, your own life.
college, so I've always worn them."
"I
won't
change my behavior [because of the new
Junior Amanda Barrett said, "I wear my seatbelt
lawl
unless
I start getting a million tickets," Daniels
every time I get in the car, ever since I started to
said.
drive.
Junior Lisa Vesovich said, "I think it's a good law
"I've had friends who've been killed when they
because
it's for the best interest of the public —
weren't wearing their seatbelts, so I made up my
they've
done
so many studies it's obvious seatbelts
mind I'd always wear mine," she said.
Like the general public, some JMU students don't
save lives."
v
However, Vesovich said she doesn't usually wear a
use their seatbelts every time they get in a car.
seatbeli, "My Chevelte's seatbelts don't even work,
"I wear it sometimes, but not all the time," said
so I'm not in the habit"
junior Linda McConnell. "With the new law, I'll
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is now accepting
1 applications for the following positions:

*

VDesign/Layout Editor

VNews Editor
^Assistant News Editor
VSports Editor
^Assistant Sports Editor
^Features Editor
^Assistant Features Editor
VColumnists
^Editorial Editor

»

:

\

1

^/Assistant Editorial Editor
^Business Editor
^Assistant Business Editor
VWire' News Editor
VPhoto Editor
^Assistant Phot6* Editor
^Production Manager

VAIso:
^reporters
^photographers
Vgraphic artists
Vtypists
■ Vpaste-up
personnel

• A meeting to discuss positions available will be held for anyone interested,
Thursday, Feb/4 at 4:30 p.m., Anthony-Seeger Room 12.
• Application Deadline: Monday, Feb. 15 at 3 p.m.
• Please include a cover letter, resume and five samples of your work.
• Send your application to: Martin Romjue.Editor, The Breeze, AnthonySeeger Hall, JMU, 22807
• For more information, call Martin Romjue, Editor, or Cathy Carey,
Managing Editor, 568-6127.

$9.99

Free Delivery

for regular crust
Dizza
With
11 Toppings!
Free ^^y^_|_^ree_De£verv_
Delivery

for any large
for any large
regular, one
regular, three
topping pizza
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Cokes ■ plus 4 Free Cokes
Free Delivery

Free Delivery
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JMU plans to lure prominent scholars
By Drew Ha risen
staff writer

JMU is raising $2 million to get
nationally known scholars from other
institutions to teach here.
The Eminent Scholars program
accepts $100,000 donations from
individuals, corporations and
foundations, said Donald Lemish, vice
president for university advancement
The university invests the
contributions and uses earned interest to
fund the program. Virginia provides
matching funds for interest earned on
each donation because the program is
run by the state, Lemish said.
According to a brochure on the
Eminent Scholars program the money
also will offer the university's

"exceptional teachers a richer mix of
challenge, support and satisfaction."
Fund raising began last year and
should be completed in two years,
Lemish said.
Money will be used to pay for the
scholar's salary and accommodations
while at JMU.
Of the 20 donations being sought,
three have been received by the
university and five have been pledged,
said Don More, director of Plan Giving
and Support.
Those already received came from Inez
Roop, a local dignitary, Kirby Cramer,
a member of the JMU Board of
Visitors, and the Wampler Longacre
company.
More said the fund-raising campaign

hasn't been widely publicized yet
because, "You need to have a fair
amount committed before you make
any public announcement."
A second and larger multi-million
dollar capital-raising campaign is
planned to begin within the next five
years. Alumni personnel are still in the
process of deciding how the money
would be spent, Lemish said.
Before the campaign begins, JMU
must plan and identify programs
needing major funding and seek
opinions on designated programs from
prospective donors, he said.
Lemish said the university
advancement office will conduct a
feasibility study to pinpoint how much
should be raised. The office also will

Touch-tone registration could
end long lines by fall semester
By Amy Porter
assistant news editor

■

Student registration lines might be a thing of the
past by November.
Administrators are testing a touch-tone
registration project which will make it possibloior
students to register and adjust courses by phone.
A computer with pre-recorded messages will
register students' choices for classes, and tell them
what classes are open and available sections.
The computer, which will probably be located in
the registration center in the basement of Carrier
Library, will be able to handle at least 16 calls at a
"riffle, said Sherry Hood, assistant director of records.
Touch-tone registration will reduce lines and data
entry and decentralize registration. Hood said.
Another advantage is course adjustment when
school is not in session.
"We're not limited to do add [course adjustment]
only when the university is in session," Smith said.
"For instance it's possible we could have opened up
the telephone lines for add/drop to take place the
week before you came back from break, so that
you're not back here and panic, and you should be in
class and instead you're adding a class."
stration and course adjustment can be done
any location, as long as the student uses a
• touch-tone telephone.
"It could be done from the room. It could be done
from the campus center. As I sometimes joke it
could be done from the New Jersey Turnpike,"
Smith said.
Brigham Young University is the pioneer of
touch-tone registration. BYU students can register
bom anywhere in the country.
"We can do that too," Smith said. "We plan1 to be
a little mote high tech than that We're not going to
have new freshmen register from New Jersey.
They're going to come here and we will talk with
' tljem."

Testing for touch-tone tegistration will begin this
summer, Hood said. If all goes well, students won't
have to stand in line for November registration.
Another high-tech project that is a first cousin of

touch-tone registration is degree audit. This enables
a student each semester to look at a computer'
print-out and compare classes completed to classes
needed to graduate.
Degree audit is a "program that checks off degree
requirements by matching student transcripts against
a set of regulations by a degree, a major and a
catalog," Hood said.
'
"The neat thing about this is that a student would
get this and there's a lot of responsibility here. You
start getting'this eight times and you don't graduate,
it's your fault," Smith said.
Under the current system, transcripts are legal
documents that are confidential and usually aren't
used to check classes except at graduation time. A
graduating senior must list on three separate sheets
of paper all the classes he or she has taken towards a
specific degree and major.
The student turns it in to his or her adviser who
completes a check list by hand. The department head
checks it and the student takes the application to the
records office.
The University of Wisconsin at Whitewater has a,
similar degree-audit system and processes graduation
applications at a rate of 400 per hour.
Dr. Bill Kimsey, an adviser in the communication
department, said the process takes about 30 minutes
to check one application. The check involves
completing the check list with the student and
making sure the application is filled out correctly.
He averages four or five applications to process a
semester, but sometimes he has 10 or IS graduating
senior advisers.
"This [degree audit] kicks out something that is
not confidential and it's used for advising," Smith
said.
■>
The most important thing, I think, that I would
learn to appreciate, is the responsibility. It's going
to tree up the advisers so that we don't have to say,
'Did you take history last semester? How was it?'
That all will be there because yop got it," Smith

See TOUCHTONE page 7>

evaluate donors' ideas and assess their
willingness to donate. Lemish said.
Steve Smith, director of the Alumni
Association, and Ed Kardos, director of
the Annual Fund, said their departments
will receive specific fund-raising goals
and duties as the campaigns develop.

"Only in the past couple of years has
JMU been aggressively seeking these
donations," Kardos said.
Unlike the Eminent Scholars
campaign, this one will involve
extensive telephoning. It helps to
uncover potential donors and is needed
to reach about 40,000 JMU graduates,
Smith said.
He added, "We have to do a good job
being friend-raisers before we can be
fund-raisers."

Students to get cards
for special discounts
at local businesses
By Laurel Wissinger
staff writer

^

Student expenses in town arc about to become
lower with the help of the Student Government
Association and local merchants.
Discount cards, good at 11 area businesses for
such items as pizza, records, tapes and car washes,
will be distributed to students Thursday in the
Warren Campus Center.
"[The SGA] did this as a favor to students," said
sophomore Kim Hessler, chairwoman of the SGA
student services committee. "The businesses we got
to support us were ones that had services or products
we thought the students would use and like."

"The businesses we got to
support us were ones that
had services or products
we thought the students
would use and like."
— Kim Hessler
The idea for discount cards was brought up last
spring during an SGA meeting. Most businesses
contacted were very receptive to the idea but took
longer than anticipated to respond. The SGA had
planned to distribute the cards before Christmas.
Other businesses are wailing to see how much
students use the discount cards before deciding
whether or not to participate in the program.
"If student response is good, then [other
businesses will] offer a discount next time we redo
the cards," Hessler said.
The cards are an experiment this semester and will
expire in June. If all goes well, they will be renewed
at the beginning of each school year.
See DISCOUNT page 7>
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Spring Semester Programs
Counseling & Student Development Center
200 Alumnae Hall -- X6552

This is the one you've been waiting for!!

-Eating Disorders Treatment Program
-Study Skills and Learning Assessment
-The Career Decisions'Program
-Personal Counseling
-Alcohol Support Group
-Alternate Lifestyles
-Outreach Programs
Walk-In Time: 3-5 p.m. Monday - Thursday
No Appointment Needed
For information about these and our other services,
please call or visit the center.

* * * featuring Daytona s hotlesl Spring Break hotels * *
TEIM
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C»RHI»Gf HOUSE
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YOUR TRIP INCLUDES
Seven nights accommodations at one ol our e»cil
mg oceanliont hotels Oui hotelsa'e located ngn
in the middle ol the strip between 800 North an
701 South Atlantic Avenue Each hotel has a grea
pool and party deck and nicely furnished room;
with color TV and an conditioning See trip spon
soi lor specilic hotel details

Driving Package

Be a Student Volunteer!

Without Transportations A
. - n~
Quad Occupancy Wf 1**>»^U
FuH Package
With Transportation «v >
Quad Occupancy Vf
Full Package
With Transportation A >
Five Per Room Wy

The Center for Service Learning
PROGRAMS:

♦Big Brothers/Big Sisters Therapeutic Riding Program
♦Child Day Care Centers *Much Much More
♦Aging Services

_ __ ****
209.00

• Round trip motor coach transportation via luxury!
highway coaches to Daytona Beach Florida
Jollke olhe,s
*e "se ,he newMl s,'lf ousesl
available
• Pool deck parlies and activities every single day!
featuring the famous Echo Belly Flop contest
• Optional excursions available to Disney World
Eprol Hawaiian luau s party boats and more

199.00.

•■;■

Arrangements by ECHO TRAVEL UK
The largest m college tours to Florida
lor over 9 years

An entire hsi of Dai and restaurant discounts to
save you money at places you would go anyway
Tne services ol full time travel representatives I
ihiow parties and lake gieat care ol you
An lanes and gratuities

L J^rJ^reJnXojmation:_CSL, Box M15. S68-6366__J
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK!

A
,

This is the

MOUJARD ,M

JownsonS

RESTAURANT

#1
College >
Tour to
Daytona

Best HotelGuaranteed
You know where you will Oe
slaying on this trip
I with other trips??)

lest Location in
Daytona
Don't lei a poor location ruin your
trip (the Daytona strip is
23 miles long!)

' *
Shouting Distance
from Everything
The top bars, restaurants, expos and
Iree concerts (not a taxi ride
away, like other trips)

Weekend Breakfast Bar Featuring
27 different Hot and Cold Items
For $3.99
7AM - 2AM Sat. & Sun.
Coupon

257"6"ff"

Good Thru 3/27/88

Breakfast Bar
Good Sat. & Sun 6am - 2am

25tf Off

Top of the Line
Luxury Coaches
For the most comlortable party
trip lo Florida

Pool Deck Parties
Every Day
The hottest biggest parlies in
Daytona Beach!

You might find a cheaper trip
but why risk your
Spring Break cash on a
cheap imitation"

CALL 432-1512 ASK FOR ALEX
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Touchtone —
>- (Continued from page 5)

"Furthermore, you [students] know
that it's there because you got it. And
so we can sit down and say, lley great.
Looks like you're really progressing
now. Have you thought about jobs.'
We can talk about those kinds of
things."
Degree audit is an asset to the
developmental advising program Smith
is implementing at JMU.
Developmental advising is more of a
one-on-one "relationship" between a
student and an adviser in which a
student goes to an adviser for more than
just a signature. A student seeks advice
and expertise in the adviser's related
field.
Smith is working on strengthening
the advising program here by training
advisers through seminars and
conferences, one of which is planned for
May.
Adviser liaisons have been chosen in
each department to keep communication
lines open between the academic
advising office and the faculty in the
department.
An advising newsletter is in its
primary stages. Smith plans to publish
one per semester.

COURTFILE

Two athletes
plead guilty
to larceny
By Kurt Larrick

™

court reporter

Two members of the JMU football
team pleaded guilty to one count each
of petty larceny in Rockingham District
Court Jan. 21.
Senior linebacker Robert A. Christian,
III. and senior noseguard Kenneth T.
Mitchell, were each fined $250 plus
court costs for stealing one backpack
each. The backpacks were stolen from

the hallway adjacent to the racquetball
and squash courts in Godwin Hall.
Head football coach Joe Purzycki
called the incident a "tremendous
disappointment," and said he's
concerned it will reflect negatively on
the football program.

"Athletes are no different than other
students," Purzycki said. "They're under
the same stresses and pressures.
Sometimes they just can't handle it."
Purzycki was out of town for the past
two weeks on a recruiting trip, and had
not yet had an oppurtunity to talk with
the players involved. He said he had
been under the impression that the
school would handle the incident and
wasn't aware that criminal charges had

been filed.
Investigator Bob Baker, the arresting
officer in the case, called it a "crime of
opportunity — you see a book bag and
you take it" Baker said he hopes this
case will deter others from similar
crimes.
"When word gets out that people are
being caught and prosecuted — they
[Christian and Mitchell] could have
gotten a year in jail each — they might
think twice now," Baker said.
Baker urged that students use the
lockers available in the locker rooms to
store their valuables while they are
playing racquetball, squash, or using
the other facilities in Godwin Hall.
Campus police arrested Christian on
Nov. 11, and Mitchell on Nov. 30.

Discount
> (Continued from page 5)

Campbell Copy Center, of
Harisonburg printed the first 5,000
cards, but the SGA will have more
printed if needed. The student services
committee absorbed the printing costs.
To receive a discount, students
present the card and a JMU ID to one of
the participating merchants when they
make a purchase. The card isn't a
coupon, but verifies that students get
the discount the business is offering.
Each business is offering at least a 10

percent discount, but some are going
above that. Nautilus Fitness Center
will reduce the price of a membership
by $25, and Pizza Inn will take 20
percent off of a student's order.
Sponsoring merchants also will
benefit from the discount cards. Danny
Oliver, manager of RJ's Garden Deli
restaurant, said he participated because,
"It would be good advertising for us and
would bring in more business to the
restaurant."

OF LIVING.
GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.
l»vi IDtn* contributed 01 0 p*jb<<c «tVKf

■','

Hunters Ridge, Phase IV is now available for sale or lease. This will t
be our LAST PHASE of Hunters Ridge, which will consist of four bedroom
units and our new and exciting five bedroom units that are guaranteed to go
fast. Stop by the office and pick up some information or bring your parents
to take a look at the finest student housing community for JMU students.
Sales Office
Rental Office
434-5150
Hours: 10am-5pm

Developed by DMI Corp.
1111 Old Colony Lane
Williamsburg, VA 23185
1-800-234-1364
V,
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The mouthpiece ot God.

Cadbury Eggs
Are Here!
Also, New Peanut Butter and Jelly
Eggs and Caramel & Marshmallow Eggs
Haf ©B ©ftfe§

a

Sea salt
Plain

IPHtta ©M$i

New York Style
• Rye with Caraway

Plain, whole wheat

ri&ii

He knows what's best tor

fO LAST ISSUE!
A0 TRIVIA

you.

You don't have to

think anymore; He'll do
that for you.
Know the truth.

B. Michelle Burt
Jacqueline Drye
Gary Painter
Cindy Piland
Theodore Stiles

Sensationalism in
advertising--we know
no shame.

The Fanatics.
Hear Jest

imimpg

SE>E©l)AlLaa Candy Bars .
• Milky Way — 250
• Coke — 12 pks — $2.99
• Twix, Snickers, M&M's • Pepsi — 6 pks — $1.39
3 for 990

Want to be noticed?

Doritos — $1.89 (regularly 2.29)
Frito Lay Chips — 990 (regularly $1.39)

Mr. Chips
More than you think
Open 7a.m.-12 midnight
Gibbons Hall, Entrance 4-5 Tel. x3922

Deadlines:
Thursday's Issues - 5:00p.m. Monday,
Monday's issuis - 5:00p>^ Friday:

Mystic

THE 1 DEN
LATEST SOUND

A

x

r?i!i|i|ijiiiii|i^a»^i^vi^jggB3ia

y.

Sp. Guest Xweed Speakers

p
SPRING RUSH '88
Calendar of Events
MON. FEB. 1
Visit the house Informally
TUES. FEB. 2
MOVIE NIGHT at 8:30 pm
WED. FEB. 3
Visit the house
THURS. FEB. 4 FUN AND GAMES NIGHT at 8:30 pm
FRI. FEB. 5
OFF-CAMPUS ACTIVITY
SAT. FEB. 6
FOOTBALL GAME/COOKOUT at 2:30 pm
MON. FEB. 8
Visit the house
TUES. FEB. 9
WINE & CHEESE FORMAL at 10:00 pm

/

—
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WIRE
Meese link to pipeline project probed
WASHINGTON (AP) — An indcpendant counsel
briefed top While House officials on an
investigation of Attorney General Edward Meese's
possible role in an Iraqi oil pipeline project, but
there has been no change in Meese's status in the
Cabinet, a White House spokesman said Saturday.
Speaking to reporters while both Reagan and
Meese attended a private dinner at a Washington
hotel Saturday night, spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
said, "The special counsel did meet with [White
House Chief of Staff Howard] Baker and the White
House counsel, A.B. Culvahouse, as a courtesy to
brief them on the status of his investigation."
"There was no discussion in that meeting of the
attorney general's status and there has been no

recommendation in the change of his status by the
White House staff," he said.
The New York Times, in Sunday's editions, said
that James McKay, the independant counsel, had
told Baker and others that the investigation had
shown that Meese had "an important and sustained
role" in promotion of the pipeline project
Previously, the Los Angeles Times reported that a
close friend of Meese, attorney E. Robert Wallach,
. was promoting the project for Iraq and, in a memo
to Meese, referred to a suggestion to pay Israeli
officials for their support of the project.
The Los Angeles Times said that some sources
identified Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres as
targeted to be bribed.

The 1977 Foreign Corrupt Practices Act generally
forbids companies and individuals from making
payments to foreign government officials to secure
help in obtaining or retaining business.
Meanwhile, The Washington Post reported in
Sunday's editions that an informed Israeli source said
Meese was one of several U.S. officials who had
contact over a period of years with Israeli officials
about the pipeline project.
"We considered Meese a competent member of the
government of the United States, and for us, any
approach by a competent member of the United
States government is understood to be an approach
by the government itself," the source, who was not
identified, was quoted as saying.

NATION

Tower operator
might have left
post before crash
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — An Amtrak control
tower operator said "My God," then abruptly left his
post after he apparently suspected mat he had routed
a passenger train onto a track that was closed for
repairs, authorities said.
Federal investigators were attempting Saturday to
contact Tom Connor, who disappeared after the
passenger train slammed into a maintenance vehicle
on a closed track, injuring at least 25 people early
Friday.
Two workers told investigators that shortly before
the derailment, Connor said "My God, I put him on
Track No. 2," National Transportation Safety Board
member Joseph Nail said at a news conference.
"They observed Mr. Connor to pace, gather up his
belongings and [leave] the tower itself."
Delays were reported Saturday on rail traffic
moving through the crash site 15 miles south of
Philadelphia.
The NTSB said it hadn't ruled out equipment
failure in the derailment, but said it needed to talk to
Connor. Nail said investigators interviewed at least
five workers on duty during the accident, including
the shift operator on duty before Connor.

U.S. pilot let go
by Sandinstas
in time for Bowl
WASHINGTON (AP) — James Dcnby, an
American whose plane was forced down over
Nicaragua, arrived in the United States Saturday after
being freed from a Nicaraguan jail and said he was
glad to be home in time for the Super Bowl.
The private jet carrying Denby, released earlier in
the day'to U.S. Senate candidate Bill Press of
California and a group of lawyers, touched down at
Los Angeles International Airport at 6:35 p.m.

Dozens of reporters stood by on the tarmac
wailing for U.S. Customs officials to clear the jet
before Dcnby was allowed off the plane about 20
minutes later.
"I feel great right now," said Denby, his arm
around Press. "I want to thank the nicest guy in the
world, Bill Press. He brought me home in time for
the Super Bowl."
Denby, 58, a farmer in Carlinville, 111., had
walked out of a State Security building in Managua,
Nicaragua with Press, a Democrat.
They went immediately to the jet and took bff for
Los Angeles. No one from Nicaragua's Sandinista
government was present for the release.
"I feel fine. I'm in good shape," a smiling Denby
said before leaving Managua, wearing the same
flowered shirt he wore when he was arrested Dec. 6.
"They told me to go home and see the Super Bowl."
•

Mecham will not
resign; says he
will face recall
PHOENIX (AP) — Declaring "I have broken no
laws," Gov. Evan Mecham said Saturday he will not
resign but instead will run in a recall election to try
to keep his job.
In a letter opened Saturday by the secretary of
state, Mecham said, "I was legally elected by the
people of Arizona to the office of governor, and I
intend to fulfill my responsibility as governor of the
state until those same people vote to remove me
from office."
The governor delivered the letter to Secretary of
State Rose Mofford on Friday evening, but it was
marked that it not be opened until 6 p.m. Saturday.
Mofford told reporters that on Monday she will
officially schedule a recall election for May 17.
"I have broken no laws," Mecham said in the
letter. "I have worked diligently to fulfill my
promises to the voters."
Meanwhile, Mecham on Saturday accused a state
police lieutenant of perjuring himself in testimony
before the House select committee that is
considering whether to impeach Mecham. Mecham*

plans to testify before the panel on Monday.
Mecham also faces a March 9 criminal trial on
charges of fraud, perjury and filing false documents
for allegedly concealing a $350,000 campaign loan.
The governor had until Saturday to decide whether
to resign or run in the recall election. Mofford, a
Democrat, would replace Mecham if he resigned or
were removed from office.

Poll shows public
split over Bush,
Rather interview
NEW YORK (AP) — Americans are evenly split
on whether CBS anchorman Dan Rather was "too
aggressive" or just doing a "good, tough job" in his
interview with Vice President George Bush,
according to a poll released Saturday.
Newsweek reported in its Feb. 8 issue that 37
percent of respondents agreed that Rather did a
"good, tough job" of questioning Bush on Monday,
while 37 percent agreed that he was "loo aggressive
and impolite." The remaining 26 percent said that
they didn't know. ,
Asked if Bush seemed like a stronger leader than
he did before the interview, 39 percent said yes, 34
percent said no and 27 percent said they didn't know.
Rather and Bush raised their voices and interrupted
each other during the "CBS Evening News"
interview, which focused on Bush's role in the
Iran-Contra affair.
In the poll, 44 percent said Bush "should tell
more" about his role, while the same percent sdid he
has "already told enough."
News coverage during the campaign is loo lough,
said 26 percent of those polled, while 8 percent
called it loo easy and 54 percent called it fair.
Sixty-one percent said news organizations have too
much influence on the campaign, while 32 percent
said they do not.
The telephone poll by the Gallup Organization of
451 adults was taken Wednesday and Thursday and
has a margin of error of pjus or minus 6 percentage
points.
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S%8?
Fresh
Cauliflower
Head

$100

1

St CO.

W&am FACTORY
VaaW

2 Locations to serve you: Valley Mall & Kenmore Street

Choose from 24 Delicious Flavors of Ice Cream
COUPONS NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFERS

M

fACTOOY

Lfe
FACTOinf

CONE or COOL COOKIE

Buy One Cone or Cool Cookie and get the
Second one FREE with coupon
One coupon per purchase

COUPON

rACTOOV

3 GALLON TUBS
(Any Available Flavor)
Only

If

piu« d*pMH

wHti coupon

Ideal lor Picnics, Parlies. Special Evanu
Expires 2/29/88
Pw#
« rACTOOV

V

Expires 2/29/88

SHAKES

Vi2

Price

£?■*
rACTOOV

S

Buy one shake at regular price and get
second shafe for one halt price.
One Coupon per purchase
Expires 2/29/88

COUPON

30c Off

50o«

SUNDAE of YOUR CHOICE

BANANA SPLIT

With coupen-per purchase
Expires 2/29/8*

^.TOOV

(eny eize)
One coupon par purchase
Expires 2/29/88

Yubi
Yogurt
Kroger Meat or
Beef Wieners
Ruffles Brand
Potato Chips
6K-0*.

1

W $100
FRIED CHICKEN & CORN. TURKEY & DRESSING.
SALISBURY STEAK OR LASAGNA

Frozen
Morton Entrees.

$1 00
U X

NON RETURNABLE BOTTLE

Diet Sprite, Sprite,
Diet Coke or Coca Cola
6-PAK 12-OZ CANS ... $1 79

$ 1 09
' 2Ltr JL

COT'^CMT Itn ■ TH« KMMt* CO TIMS ANO »«»C£S GOOO SUXOA\,

•MUlaWflUi fWt-lKh gl iheM Mhemeaa e*ne « •eew-ea » ee <*•**, e—» •*
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WORLD

Waldheim could
be linked closer
to Nazi crimes
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — A document alleging
President Kurt Waldheim ordered the wartime
deportations of more than 4,000 civilians could link
him closer to war crimes, a West German historian
said Saturday.
Waldheim denied he had passed on such a
command, the president's spokesman Gerold
Christian said Saturday. On Friday, Christian said
the document, to be published Monday by the West
German magazine Der Spiegel, was "most probably
a fake."
In a message to news agencies, Der Spiegel
provided what it said was the text of a 1942
telegram discovered in Yugoslavia.
It said the document "for the first time will prove
Austrian President Kurt Waldheim's complicity in
war crimes during World War II." Manfred Messerschmidt, a West German member
of a commission investigating Waldheim's wartime
record, was asked if a "shared responsibility" for war
crimes could be construed form the document.
He told the Associated Press he was not sure
"whether this spells out a war crime by Waldheim"
but added, "It certainly is a document by which, if it
is correct, he is brought closest in contact with such
things."
Messerschmidt is one of six historians the

Austrian government commissioned last April to
investigate Waldheim's war record.
Waldheim consistently has denied allegations that
he was involved in war crimes while serving with
the German army in the Balkans. The allegations
were first raised during Waldheim's presidential
campaign in March 1986 by the World Jewish
Congress and various news media.

Arsonists helped
by police, women
insist Saturday
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) — Women at
at a burned-out squatter camp told journalists on
Saturday that police helped arsonists who burned
hundreds of homes in neighborhoods fought over by
black factions.
"The police, they are with them," said an old
woman wearing a red scarf and standing before the
corrugated iron shell of what was once her home.
Like dozens of other shacks in the camp, it was
completely burned out. Sheets of bent and buckled
iron lay on the ground. Smoke rose in the morning
sky.
Residents said 500 shacks were burned Friday
night. Police confirmed that 350 were destroyed.
The independant South African Press Association
said five people were killed in fighting which began
Thursday. Police confirmed two deaths. The press
association quoted residents as saying an infant died
in a blazing shack.

NIGHT SHIFT"
Part time positions available
5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
and weekends
•complete Training
Great Starting Pay
Flexible Scheduling
Certification of Communication and
Marketing skills available
(Looks Great on a Resume!)
Call Grade Hill

Polish workers w
face price hikes
in effect Monday
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — The government on
Saturday announced price increases of up to 200
percent on most basic foods, energy, transportation
and rents as part of a restructuring policy aimed at
revitalizing Poland's stricken economy.
The increases also affect postal services, alcohol
and cigarettes. They go into effect Monday.
The price hikes range upward from 40 percent and
are the steepest since January 1982, when most
government-set prices were doubled overnight
following the martial law crackdown on Solidarity.
The official Polish news agency PAP said the
increases were necessary "to set the economy in
gear, limit state subsidies and accelerate the
transition to a market economy."
A Finance Ministry communique announcing the
increases was read over radio and television just after
stores closed at 7 p.m. Many shops limited sales of
butter, sugar, flour and other staples as Poles rushed
to stock up in anticipation of the price hikes.
The communique reflected government concern
over worker reaction. Price increases are a volatile
issue among Poland's working class. Increases led to
worker revolts in 1956,1970, 1976 and 1980. The
1980 unrest led to die birth of Solidarity, the Soviet
bloc's first free labor federation.

Yikes! It's VDtt
and ignoring it isn't going to make
it go away. Better buy some VD
(Valentine's Day) Cards

RIGHT AWAY from:

433-1155

49-B West Water Street
Across From Spanky's
Remember Better safe than sorrvllj

434-2311 —
u

Start Thinking Valentine's

Dukes Plaza Shopping Center
Large Selection of Fresh and Silk Flowers,
Balloons, Many Unique Gifts, and
CALIFORNIA RAISINS!
Delivery on Campus
Master Card and VISA Welcome
•' I'

2185 S. Main Street

Hours:

only $29.00
Perm Specials

ayne §

MSZzSzE

433-7789

10 Tanning visits

Mon.-Thurs. 10-6
Fri.-Sat.
10-9

■

Paul Mitchells
Systems
Hair Care Products
$4.00 for 8oz. products

^alk ^Designs
434-1617

Sunglitz
A NEW One-Step
Highlighting Process.
For That Beach Look
All Year Long!

624 Hawkins St.
Harrisonburg

Valid JMU ID Required

GET 5 FREE TANNING VISITS WITH SUNGLITZ OR
PERM SPECIAL
■

■
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Male Or Female Roommating Service at
luxurious Madison Manor Condos. Water,
sewer & basic cable a$*|ree! Calk
434-6166 now!
Forest Hills Luxury Townhouses - 5/6 BR,
2 1/2 baths, laundry RM, AC, livingroom,
diningroom, 3 stones. Call Forest Rentals,
234-8440.
Madison Manor - 2 & 3 BR, 2 bath, luxury
condos, fully furnished for 2-5 students.
Water, sewer & basic cable are free! Call
434-6166 now!
Roommate Needed Immediately - Single RM
in nice townhouse behind Hunters Ridge.
Call Phil at 434-6810.

Come Work For An Accredited, 3 camp
organization in the Pocono Mountains of PA.
Positions are available in tennis, archery,
waterfront (WSI), dramatics, office
administration, computers, radio, arts &
crafts, nature, athletics, jewelry,
photography, dance, wrestling, adventure/
challenge course, cooking & film making.
Camp drivers are also needed (21 or over).
Season 6/24 through 8/20. Call
1-800-533-CAMP (215-887-9700 in PA)
or write 407 Benson E., Jenkintown, PA
19046.
Improve Your Resume - We need people
with marketing skills, professional attitude
to sell ads & promote sales for literary
magazine. If interested, send name, phone #
to Kimberty, Box 4177.
LOST & FOUND

Single Furnished RM At College Station Lease ends July 31 st. Call Delores,
434-3307.

Found Ring with square, Spanish
gold-painted design in bathroom in Jackson.
Call Kristin, x5247.

Female Roommate Needed - College
Station, own BR. Rent negotiable!
433-6372.

Found Key In Forest Hills parking lot. Can
to identify, 434-5914.

Help! Furnished apt. close to campus.
$300/mo. 433-9336.

Reward For Red & Grey Ski Jacket stolen
from WCC. Call x5898, no questions asked.

Need Roommate Desperately! $i35/mo.,
own RM. Walking distance to school. House
located on S. Main. Call 433-4007, ask for
Chuck. ~

Lost a Red Down Jacket at K£, the
weekend of 15 a 16. Need it back for the
weather. Call X481 2.

For Only $100 A Month you can share a big,
warm room in a big, fun house close to
campus. Call Betsy 433-0997.

Lost 1 Sultemate "Joe" last seen at
Hunters Ridge. No distinguishing "Marks",
has had shots. Contact Hanson C201.
SERVICES

FOR SALE
Fox Fire Books - $5 each or $40 set 1-9.
After 3 pm, 879-9680.
—-—--

Fast, Good, Inexpensive! Get your car ready
for winter at Jiffy Lube! We do radiator
flush & fills & more!

Typing & Typesetting - Papers typed,
resume's typeset & printed. Pick-up &
delivery. Professional service. 289-5745,
Karen.
Professional Typing & Word Processing $1.45/page. 828-4980 after 5, Kevin.
Tired Of The Same Old "By The Book"
guitar lessons? Learn by ear, what you want
to learn. Beginning through intermediate
guitar lessons. $6/45 minute lesson. Call
Bill, 434-8871.
Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.
Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free
(800) 351-0222, Ext. 33. VlSA/UCjor
COD.
4g>
WANTED
Adoption - Happily married couple unable
to have children of their own wishes to
provide loving home for infant. All fees
paid. Strictly legal & confidential. Call
collect, after 7:30 pm best, (202)
244-0257.

PERSONALS
See Music TV In H'Burg - Campus Cuts.

Ski Coat a Pants - Ladies medium, $75.
Call Kristin, x5961.
is It True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 5090.

Typing Service - 24 years experience,
$1.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

Want An Unforgettable Weekend? Come to
The Country Place 42 miles north.
Completely furnished 2 BR & 5 BR,
fireplaces, heated water bed. Owned &
operated by JMU faculty member;
703-743-4007.

Summer Camp Staff Needed for
residential camp serving mentally retarded
located 100 miles west of DC in Shenandoah
Valley. Positions available for WSI,
canoeing, riding, nature crafts, evening
program & general counselors. Interns
welcome. Contact Director, Camp
Shenandoah, Yellow Spring,' WV 26865,
304-856-3404.

Discover A NevFFeeing of color, confidence
that comes from knowing you look your best.
BeautiControl Consultants are certified &
professionally trained to offer a unique
program of free color analysis & complete
skin care. Plus cosmetics, sensational!
fashions & accessories. All categorized by
color season. Contact Patti Taylor, your
local certified BeautiControl image
Consultant. 433-6874.

Froghead - Have a happy birthday. Kermit
Happy Birthday Kathryn! Love, Kim,
Michele, Leigh, Buster, Bumble, Kerm,
Petey, Nathaniel, Lionel, Nicholas, Pound
Purries, 2ggy & Xavier.
Congratulations ZTA Pledges-Oops! We
mean new ZTA Sisters! We love you!
To Brian Hollingsworth - Youl 'gel or &
cheer if it's Josh you hear! The Josh Crew.
Avoid Expensive Cover Charges - Campus
Cuts.
Dance Your Way Into Someone* Heart! Buy
a dance-gram today!

Its Not Too Late!

ACE Members - Meeting Tuesday at 7 in
RMD.WCC.

General Counselors, group leaders,
arts/crafts director, lifeguards (WSI),
nurse, food supervisor, cooks, business
manager. Camps located in Bridgewater &
Leesburg, VA. Call The Girl Scout Council
of the Nation's Capital, 202-337-4300 or
1-800-523-7898.

To The KGB - How about an international
affair? The CIA.

I Still Need Books! "The Enjoyment of
Music'-Machlis; & "A Concise Intro To
Logic'-Hurley. If your prices are lower lhan
the bookstore's, please call Use, x4602.

Resumes That Work! Get ready for those
interviews now. Professionally written/
typeset quality. Visa/MC/check.
433-3063. It's wortft it!

Typing Service - $1.25/pg. for double
spaced. Marsha Roth, 433-8713.

26 Designs Fashion Show - Check it out
Feb. 3 at 7:30 in PC Ballroom.

Joselyn - Coffee is no object, 7 days is no
problem & I'm looking forward to my 4
days. Alleged

Dance-Grams - Sold today in WCC. JMU
Dance t-shirts also! 9-4.

HELP WANTED

Senior Class Meeting - Thurs., 4th, RM C,
WCC,73Jpm.

Adoption - Loving, financially secure couple
wish to adopt white newborn. All medical
expenses paid. Legal & confidential. Please
call Pnsciiia & Ed collect. (703)
534-3720.

Hftlzon Sure Tan is a professional Tanning
Center. 434-1812

Lingerie - Name brand, wholesale prices.
Perfect for Valentine's Day! Call Susan,
433-9147.

Stephen - Thank you for being such a
wonderful part of my life. Adriane

The Mighty Haskells play the Den Wed.,
Feb. 3rd. $3.

Book Now For Spring Break
Complete Travel Packages Available
Campus Rep - 433-3734 or 433-7292
Travel Agents International
Valentine's Carnations! Feb. 5 on the patio.
Sponsored by KIT

Rush KE - The Most Wanted Man In The
Country.

SGoughbAGod-K&C.

Beer! See the Haskells Wed., Feb. 3rd.
Mystic Den. $3.

Dlna - Happy birthday Big Sis'! I love U!
Love, Em.

To The Ladies Of Madison Square Apt.
1325C - You can kidnap me anytime. W.E.

Michele Colaw - Happy 20th birthday
Merryi! Love, Heidi & Winnie.

Did You Know that the East Coast
Champion Crime Scene Investigators are at
JMU? Come meet them & see if you can
figure out whoduniL This Wednesday 5 pm
MturylOI.

Happy Birthday "sh-head"! Love, Your
Campus Babe 'Merideth.'

Josh Has Spoken On More Than 700 College
campuses.

Oh Lucy - When are you gonna stop being a
couch potato & party in real party places?
LH&MR.

Josh Has Spoken In 74 Countries

To Allison - Remember, it's not the
quantity, but the quality of your love life
thai counts. Hear Josh.
.

8,000,000 Individuals Have Heard Josh
speak in the last 23 years.

Dance-Grams - Sold today in WCC. JMU
Dance t-shirts also! 9-4.

Buy Your Sweetheart A Dancing Valentine
in the Union today!

Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.
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Men Interested In Posing For JMU Men
calendar please send a brief personal
history & times available for interview to
Calendar Conceptions c/o Carole at Box
5281.
———^^——

•*■

Lance - Aren't my subliminal messages
getting through to you? Tess
U2, Hendrix, Doors, REM • See the Haskells
Wednesday, Mystic Den.
Mike - Happy birthday to a friend who's
eeeextra special! From those who are a
liiiittle bit superior. Annie & Di.

26 Designs Fashion Show! Feb. 3,730 in
PC Ballroom. All women's modular "unit"
clothing up to 40% off.
Murder At JMU I? You be the judge.
Wednesday, 5 pm, Maury 101.
Robbie Shaeff er On Campus Cuts - This

9 Days TH Josh!
Buy Your Sweetheart A Dancing Valentine
in the Union today!
Coby - Happy 22nd birthday! Love, Your
Big Sis, Lisa.

Laurf E - Hi. Bruce H.
Lovely Personal Acrostic Verses For
Friends & Sweethearts - Valentines, gifts,
special days. Acrostics, (703) 898-2961,
Box 126, Fredericksburg, VA 22404.
Buster Has Spoken To 6 People On 1
college campus.
8 Days In FL Lauderdale For $l29/Person
- Reservations are going fast. Make plans
now! Call Greg, 568-7149.
"Bud" Shirts - This School's For You.
x7374 (Sara). Going fast!
Skip The Bahamas & Florida during spring
break! Join the German May session instead!
May 9-May 31 in Germany, Switzerland &
Austria. Academic credit possible.
Reasonable cost, but only a few spaces left!
Contact Mr. Powers in Foreign Languages
at x6128 for more info.

Madison Rugby - New player meeting Feb. 1
at 6, Library basement RM D.
Ed (The Frrrt Master) - Pain & sorrow fill
the air, people dying everywhere, happy
birthday, happy birthday, you have reached
another year, surely death is drawing near,
happy birthday, happy birthday.
Football's Over! Monday a void? Gather at
Zirkel House (across Main St.) to see new
art work created by fellow students. Food!
Fun! Get rid of those Wans! 7 tonight.
Campus Custom Resources, Unltd. T-shirts, fund raising ideas, best prices.
433-3734.
JMU Women's Basketball Team Is Awesome!
We'll cheer for you anytime. The Gold
Squad.

GOT THE WINTER BLUES?
STOP BY MR. SHOES
FOR BOOTS AT 65% OFF RPTAU
Bass • Zodiak • Frye • Dexter • Calico • Bellini • Candies
L.A. Gear and More!

Come Early for the Best Selection!
Sizes 5-61/2 Only $25.50 or Less
New Shipment of Granny Boots
All Shoes 50% Off Retail
New Spring Shoes Are Here!

14 E. Water Street
Harrisonburg, VA

434-4466

Mon-Tues 11-5, Wed-Fri 11-6, Sat 10-5

Let the new you emerge!

hchi*lnchstart"ettyjntos*ape
"TV UHimttt in Body I MII'II* "

_

Spring Ifrcafi

Results... without all
the hard work.
This is a passive-concentrated form of exercise which, if utilized two
times a week for one hour each session, will give you exercise
equivalent of doing two hours of calisthenics per day!

Toning Center

♦

729 B E. Market St., Harrisonburg,
Shannon Hill Office Complex

(703)

434-9603

fflft
VA 22801

certificates
availaSU

8 a.m.-8 p.m.; 8 a.m.-noon Sat.

Congratulations To Steve Wright - Winner
of AZA's raffle!

Forget Josh! See the Haskells Wednesday,
Mystic Den. $3.

"M" & "Madison" T-Shlrts ft Sweatshirts
are at your fingertips; you can order by
phone, Scott & Larry will deliver to your
room, house, car, field, anywhere. Just call
433-7805.

Fiction, Poetry, Drama - Open reading,
bring your own work or just come & listen.
Feb. 4, Other Voices Bookstore, 69 S.
Liberty St., downtown Hamsonburg.

Mara - Awww, yay - it's your birthday - how
cute! Happy birthday! Love, Terri, Bren &
Nanc.
Rush KZ - This week bowling, skiing, pizza.
Call Steve, x4951.
ACE Meeting Tuesday At 7 PM in RM D,
WCG.
88 Days Party - Feb. 9, sponsored by
Senior Class. Tickets on sale for $3.4,5 S
8 at Harrison Annex.
Spring Break 1988 - South Padre or
Daytona. Deluxe condos or hotel
accommodation. Starting at low
$149/person for 7 nights. Call
1-800-222-4139.
Transportation
available.
Josh! Sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ & UPB.
The American Criminal Justice Assoc.
meeting is Wednesday, 5 pm, Maury 101.
Kathryn - Happy birthday! Enjoy your last
teenage day. Doug
in - Thanks for the pre-party! Ell

Christine - Happy Anniversary! Thanks for
the best year! Love, Dave.
Sophomores - Get unified! Class meeting ®
tomorrow, 2/2,7, Keezell 105.
GM - Hoping for lots more Wildberry
toasts, late night conversations & wild,
spontaneous & semi-perverse fun. NSSSA
ALA - Get psyched! We are. Thursday wil
be great! in
Campus Cuts - JMU's own music show,
Wednesdays, 830, cable Channel 8.
Dance Your Way Into Someone's Heart! Buy
a Dance-Gram today!
"The Quality Of Your Love Life will reflect
the quality of your character, and character
is not built overnight." Hear Josh.
26 Designs Fashion Show - Modular "units*
women's clothing 40% off. Feb. 3 at 7:30,
PC Ballroom.
Baha Buds - Kristen, Jennifer, Rusty,
Brian, Mike - Let me tell you! Getting off
hard while we're skiing and swilnn' is the
best!! Catch ya later in the cooler!!! Pat Let's all BA^A Buzz at Bryce! You know
what I'm saying?!

.

tv_s.
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BLOOM COUNTY

fr

Dorsey

* Berke Breathed YABBER

ONE OF SATAN'S EARLY ATTEMPTS

THE FAR SIDE

Hibernating Eskimos

Gary Larson

"So! Planning on roaming the neighborhood
with some of your buddies today?"

"Again? Why is it that the revolution always gets
this tar and then everyone just chickens out?"
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RUBES

Leigh Rubin

Bill Watterson

CALVIN AND HOBBES
MM ME fcy

DOING? WRE

DOODUNG! *WRE SITTING
HERE DRAWING MARTIANS
NUEH WE'RE SUPPOSED TO
BE RESEARCHING'

W HMEW DONE >WJ7W//«
XET! DOHTtUCARE?^
HIATS THE MATTER HAH**)*

ITS NO USE! WEREG0W6T0
TUJNK! niHNJETOSOTOA
SECOND-RATE CDUKE BECAUSE
MHWOTPARTNTR SPENT THE
SWW PERIOD DftNWHG
MARTIANS •

HERE, THIS Wfti
CHEER 10UUP. THE
W MEM MARTIAN MWEWW
WWME? WFUPTHEWGB!
mm) WATCH, lew CAN
SEE HIM EAT AN
ASTRONAUT.'
,
* t

12

LOOK, BIRD BRAIN, VOVJ
WSIED THIS ENTIRE WEEK
IN.TWEUBRARM.

WE HAVE TO 6WE OUR REPORT
ON MONDAS. WD BETTER
BUST tCAJR&JTTCNER THE
WEEKEND, OR I'M TQUNG
THE TEACHER *WD\DM DO

fm

...WEIL. WfM POW
GftBRJiW REGARDS THE

THIS \S IMWRWV.'

WORK. GOTK?

GML80RK!

STCANGE ALIEN

..IT S©6 TO
BE THING TO
COMMUNICATE

VHYARDTTIOO/n-

THE UHWOrff91

"Don't you ever wonder il there's
more to lite than chasing the buck?"

- Keith Turner

THE REAL WORLD-

Jtovts \
OJMtM4 J

J(S5H is

J

X- X tJeep

UJHYlSTMAV,

TJfoU&rtfCffHfVT

You GCCP-FK:-

jot^gp

JOSH V5
M0rr\6ltf<>

-TErAPnut irOKicx^rr

flam*, flaw* o0B!^h
WN1&N

mm!

vewMvmm

~m
66op CHOSTIAVI
ADVC6-.

—

-V

\

•
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Want a great j<
trtn9
that pays
Here at The Breeze, we offer experience at a price you just can't pass up. If
you have an interest in computers and design, or the desire to sell, sell, sell,
come work in our laid back business office. We get the job done, we do it well,
and none of us have dropped dead of a heart attack or failed out of school yet!
\

Salespeople

&

Designers

-

**te
*to

**r

<«A&

o*
*OA

*S

+o

s

Needed to fill vacancies for the April 1988 - April 1989 term. Bring resume, cover 'Vfefc
letter, and clips (no more than 3, and none are necessary) to The Breeze office
4*}y
in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall between 9 am. and ft p.m. weekdays.
's.
Experience in sales or experience on the Macintosh is a bonus, but not necessary.

°4t

PLEASE ADDRESS TO: DIANE BENEVIDES, BUSINESS MANAGER

I

9
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Ssss-Serpent City

For sale: various and scaly roommates
By Jim Richardson
staff writer
There arc no skeletons in Kevin Brown's closet.
And no clothes, for- that matter. Just a couple of
rather large snakes.
Too big for a regular cage, Brown's four-year-old,
14-foot pet python, Montie, resides in the closet(
along with another 12-foot python.
They are a fruitful pair of snakes. Last year Montie
produced a litter of about 40 young pythons, all but
one of which Brown has sold, for as much as $90
apiece. This year, the 12-footer is pregnant.
Brown, a third-year business major from Baltimore,
keeps a shop called "Serpent City" in his
second-story apartment on Market St. There you can
buy everything from a common $5 Garter snake, to
an extremely rare, $140 Hog Island Boa.
The Boa, which Brown says is found nowhere but
the four square-mile island in the Caribbean for which
it is named, changes color like a chameleon from
silver to peach to black.
"I've collected snakes ever since I could walk,"
Brown says. He started selling snakes, not so much
as a major money-making project, but as a way to
support and expand his collection.
"Snakes make good pets," he says. "They don't
bark, and they only eat once a week. They are very
easy to take care of."
Brown claims snake bites are no big deal.
"I'd much rather get bit by a snake than stung by a
bee or scratched by a cat," he says. "Non-poisonous
snakebites usually don't even break the skin."
There are a few venomous snakes in Brown's
collection. He handles those with extreme caution
and has never felt the sting of their fangs. He says 10
people died from snakebites in the United States last
year. Seven of those were careless snake handlers, and
two were cult members who played with snakes as
part of a religious ritual. One was an unfortunate
hiker who stepped on a large ratdesnake.
At 85 degrees, the Serpent City showroom feels
like a sauna. If it was any cooler, though, the more
than 40 serpents there would hibernate.
A lively Chinese cobra spreads its hood and lunges

'-/

',

f photo by CATHY UDELL
Kevin Brown, owner and operator of Serpent City, uses his pet python, Montie,
for breeding and as an advertisement for his business. Montie is four years
old and 15 feet long.
to shows, and little kids ride on her back. She's
completely harmless."
When the weather is warm enough, Brown takes
his snakes on the road to entertain Cub Scouts,
school children and fellow college students. His act
is part showmanship and part salesmanship, but he
also uses the spoUight to preach conservation.
Snakes have lived on this planet since the age of
dinosaurs, he says, but many of their species are now
on the endangered list.
Real estate development destroys snake habitats.

the wild.
While many students plan a wild week in Ft.
Lauderdale or other points south of JMU, Kevin
Brown would rather spend his break in some
less-crowded comer of Florida, seeking new serpents
for his city.

"They don't bark, and they only eat once a week."
— Kevin Brown
as a visitor walks by, striking the glass door of its
cage.
"Don't worry," Brown says, "He's all noise."
As the visitor leans forward for a closer look, the
cobra hisses and strikes again. His nose is bloody
from striking the glass. Brown says snakes are not
incredibly smart. But they can be friendly,
particularly if they are bom and raised in captivity.
"When you get a pet snake, you want one with
good temperament," Brown says as he opens the
closet and introduces Montie. "Wild ones always
remember they were once in the wild. I take Montie

And Brown says some misguided and/or malicious
people kill snakes, either out of fear, or just for fun.
He stages his shows to help people conquer their
fear of snakes. And he likes to point out that a
thriving snake population can be a blessing in at
least one respect — they eat rodents.
In springtime, when man's fancy turns to romance,
so does a snake's. That's when snake hunting is best,
so Brown takes to the woods, from Florida to the
Carolinas and just about anywhere else he has a
permit to hunt He finds a number of his snakes: in

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
Besides snakes, Brown also sells other
reptiles like water dragons, which can
grow to be four feet long.

;
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ARE YOU AN ALCOHOLIC?
To help the problem drinker accept the fact that he has a
problem (the first step in recovery from any illness), the National
Council on Alcoholism has developed these questions. If you
drink alcoholic beverages to any extent at all - why not take the
test right now?
Y N
1. Have you noticed that you are able to handle more
liquor than you did when you were first drinking?
2. Did you ever wake up on the "morning after" and
discover that you could not remember part of
the evening before, even though your
friends tell you you did not "pass out"?
3. When drinking with other people, do you try to
have a few extra drinks when others will not
U U
knowH?
4. Have you recently noticed that when you begin
drinking you are in more of a hurry to get the
first drink than you used to be?
5. Do you sometimes feel a little guilty about your
drinking?
Are you secretly irritated when your family or
friends discuss your drinking?
7. Have you recently noticed an increase in the
□ Q
frequency of your memory "blackouts"?
8
Do you often find that you wish to continue
drinking after your friends say they have
had enough?
9. When you are sober, do you often regret things
you have done or said while drinking?
10. Have you tried switching brands or following
□ G
different plans for controlling drinking?
11. Have you often failed to keep the promises
you have made to yourself about controlling
or cutting down on your drinking?
G G
12. Have you ever tried to control your drinking by
making a change in jobs, or moving to a
new location?
Q □
13. Do you try to avoid family or close friends while
Q Q
you are drinking?
14. Do you eat very little or irregularly when you
are drinking?
G G
15. Do you sometimes have the "shakes" in the
morning and find that it helps to have a
G G
little drink?
16. Have you recently noticed that you cannot drink
Q G
as much as you once did?
17. Do you sometimes stay drunk for several days at
a time?
G G
18. Sometimes a'ter periods of drinking, do you see or
'•>□ Q
hear things that arenl there?
19. Do you get terribly frightened after you have been
drinking heavily?
G G

□□

-

□□

□□
□□
□□

'1
I
I
I
I

©

88$ for Installation
and Only 88$ for
first months service!

I

I

\AARNER CABLE
OF HARRISONBURG

434-9979

11 East Gay Street
Harrisonburg, VA

I
I

□□
□□

•

I

If you have answered YES to any one of these
questions, there is a definite warning that you may
be an alcoholic.
If you have answered YES to any two, the
chances are that you are an alcoholic.
If you have answered YES to three or more, you
are definitely an alcoholic.
Use this same test for drug addiction!
CALL FOR CONFIDENTIAL CONSULTATION
The Arlington Treatment Center
Route 3, Box 52 • Harrisonburg, VA 22801
703-434-7396
VA - 1 -800-533-1770
Out-of-VA 1 -800-922-9241

MAXIMUM SEX
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'Sure-fire thriller' to premiere at Wampler
By Sally Dlgges
staff writer

"Something that invites death, that
carries death... Deathtrap. This is word in
English?" asks the resident psychic in the
play "Deathtrap."
Although Webster's defines "deathtrap" as
"any place or structure that especially
endangers life," this definition could be
loosely interpreted to include people and
things as deathtraps.
"Deathtrap" is a two-act mystery thriller
with a juicy murder in Act I and unexpected
developments in Act II according to
director Valeric Mandcrville.
- In the contemporary play, Sidney Bruhl,
an aging, but once successful, playwright,
played by freshman Lance Johnson, is
desperate for a commercially sucessful play.
He sees his chance when a former student,
Clifford Anderson, played by junior Jim
Anzide, appproaches him with a "sure-fire
can't miss thriller" titled "Deathtrap."
Clifford and Sydney are plagued by
"thrillcritis malignis," the fevered pursuit
of a one-set, five-character moneymaker,
and decide to collaborate on the script But
Hclga, a Dutch psychic played by
Harrisonburg High School senior Elissa
Kohen, predicts that there is danger
involved with the play. Helga provides
much of the play's comic relief. Kohcn is

the daughter of Dr. Andrew Kohen,
professor of economics at JMU.
Sidney is supported by his wealthy and
devoted wife, Myra, played by freshman
Lauren Kerr.
When a murder shrouds the characters in
mystery, Sidney's lawyer. Porter, played by
junior Chris Babb, collaborates with Helga
to figure out the deathtrap.
According to a Feb. 27, 1978, New York
Times review of "Deathtrap's" premiere,
"Throughout the play there is a continued
and dogged parallel between the play we are
seeing and the play Sidney Bruhl is trying
to write."
Anzide said, "The play is a vicious cycle
for achieving success, and you never know
what's going to happen.''
"Deathtrap" was written by Ire Levin,
who also wrote the novel "The Boys from
Brazil." The play was later made into a
movie starring Christopher Reeve, Dyan
Cannon and Michael Caine. Mandcrville
insisits that the play, especially its ending,
is different from the movie.
"I've always wanted to direct a thriller,
and I fell in love with Deathtrap when I
first read it in high school," the senior said.
This is Manderville's second time directing
a show in the JMU Experimental Theatre.
"Deathtrap" will be presented at 8 p.m.
Feb. 3-6 with a 2 p.m. matinee on Feb. 6
and 7. Admission is $2.50.

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Junior Jim Anzide (bottom) and freshman Lance
Johnson star in the upcoming "Deathtrap."

PC Ballroom making way for the 'Maniacs'
The New York State quintet 10,000
Maniacs will perform in the Phillips
Center Ballroom at 9 p.m. Thursday,
Feb. 4.
Originally a six-member band,
10,000 Maniacs began playing
together in 1981. Last fall they
released their most recent album, In
My Tribe, the first released single of
which was a version of Cat Stevens'
"Peace Train."
' .
They have released two previous
albums, Secrets of the I Ching and
The Wishing Chair, and a five-Duck
EP, Human Conflict Number Five.
The band is comprised of vocalist
Natalie Merchant, guitarist Robert
Buck, bassist Steven Gustafson,
keyboardist Dennis Drew and drummer
Jerome Augustyniak. Their early
influences include English bands like
Joy Division and the Gang of Four
and reggae groups like The Mighty
Diamonds.
Advance tickets go on sale today at
the University Program Board office.
Tickets are $5 in advance and $6 at the
door.

"■**,.

off

Photo courtesy of University Program Board

10,000 Maniacs, (from left) Steven Gustafson, Jerome Augustyniak, Dennis Drew, Rob Buck
and Natalie Merchant, will perform in the Phillips Center Ballroom Thursday night.
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GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS
AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION POSITIONS
The University ol Alabama in Hunlsville is recognized as a quality institution closely related to the growth and development of high technology
in North Alabama
Teaching and research assistantships are available in the (ollowing
areas ot study:
Biological Sciences
Chemistry
Computer Science
Engineering (Electrical.
Industrial. Mechanical)
English
History

*» -.

Management
Mathematics
Nursing.
Operations Research
Psychology
Public Affairs
Physics

An assistant may pursue a master's degree in any ot the above or the
Ph 0. in computer science, engineering, or physics; and a cooperative
Ph.D. in mathematics and chemistry Doctoral programs in Applied
Mathematics and in Materials Science are under consideration.
In many curricula, an assistantship may be combined with the graduate
level co-op program. Assistantship stipends alone vary between $5,000
and $14,000 per academic year plus tuition. More than $15,000 may be
earned when the co-op is combined with an assistantship.
UAH has an enrollment ot 6000 students and is a cultural center in
the Tennessee Valley. Huntsville is the home ot Alabama Supercomputer,
the Army's Redstone Arsenal. NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center, and
more than one hundred high technology and research corporations.

At Ace Music you can have your cake and eat it tool
Our job is to help you find the equipment that will give you the most satisfaction both now and later. So we give you good advice and plenty of time to shop and
Then we make it easy for you to take it home with Financing, Credit Card and
Layaway options.
"
,. .
Once you get it home our Ace Uninterrupted Music Guarantee assures that your
music will keep playing--for as long as you own your system!
■
•
For the best combination of price, product quality, and true full service ,Ace is the
only choice for Home & Car Stereo, T.V. & VCR, and Musical Instruments.

The University
Of Alabama
In Huntsville

Write to:

Dean, School of Graduate Studies
Huntsville, Alabama 35899

'

"A discount price...
and red-carpet
treatment, too?"

te.4j.-Si

Tel. (205) 895-6002
An Allitmiuve »ciioo/Eau»i Opoonunity institution 77M2538

i******* ********************************************

AMITSUBISHI

and

$

present

AD TRIVIA
Q. Find the display ad in The Breeze that
offers two locations and 24 choices.
And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's
-

How To Win:
Just fill out the coupon below and bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The first five people with the correct answer WIN
!»•♦»

A.
«

Name

<

;

:

Students, Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not.eligible to win.
Winners of Ad Tnv a are not eligible to win again this semester.
Entrants must presert valid ID to win

| ******* ***************************** ***********************£

E 1000 AUDIO RACK SYSTEM
You'd be hard-pressed to
find a better-looking, bettersounding system for double
the money than this superb
Mitsubishi Rack System. We
strongly recommend it to
first-time buyers!

FEATURES 100 watts/channel
Amplifier
Digital FS Tuner
w/16 presets & preset scan Dual
Cassette Deck w/hi-speed dubbing
Optional CD Player pgmmable
to 3o tracks
Semi-auto Turntable
7-band Equalizer
12"
3-way Speakers

NEW LOW PRICE: $599.00

|Finance It with No Money Down
& No Payments until April 29!
Credit approval required • $300 minimum • 19.9% APR
Ace's Uninterrupted Music Guarantee:
If the musical instrument, video or home audio product you purchase
from Ace gyj>r becomes defective while you own it, we will repair it
within 24 hours or we will loan you a replacement until your's
is repaired.
MIIC1S* >U
IVIUOIV^ PI

2990 S. Main
Harrisonburg

ELECTRONICS4M 4722
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SPORTS
GMU spoils McCorry's debut
By Mark Charnock
?taff writer
.

Things looked as though they were
going well for JMU. All the trademarks
of a year ago were there: Ben Gordon's
look-away passes to finish the breaks,
thundering allcy-oops to Kennard
Winchester and even Eric "Boo Boo"
Brent and John Newman were on hand
for an alumni game beforehand.
But then, in what has become a week
of sudden changes for the JMU men's
basketball program, the bottom fell out
as George Mason three-pointers quickly
became vogue, sinking the Dukes
86-66.
For interim coach Tom McCorry, the
6-12 Dukes' performance was as shaky
as his nerves before the initial tap
Saturday night
"1 would say there was a lot of inner
butterflies, whatever you want to call
it," he said, after watching his team
drop to 2-5 in the Colonial Athletic
Association. "But again that's
something I have to keep inside myself.
"If I'm going to ask the players to
play with composure and intelligence,
then that's the way I have to act as a
coach as well. Because a team will
almost always take on the personality
of the coach."
If that's true, then JMU should be
resembling something out of the movie
"Sybil"—sort of a pick a personality
type thing.
To be sure, the Dukes showed no
signs early of the disruption that head
coach John Thurston's resignation

brought to the program Friday.
JMU came out firing, using every
weapon—three-pointers, fast-break
layups and back door slams—to try and
throw GMU out of tempo and out of
the game early. Switching defenses and
running the break early, JMU jumped
out to a 18-9 lead with 13:07 left in the
half.
"We developed a defensive scheme we
thought would be successful," said
assistant coach Dave Dutton, who was
active calling defenses for McCorry on
the sidelines. "I felt early it was. and we
were into that scheme until bombs
away."
And the bombs came fast and furious,
seven three-pointers in all in the first
half, as Mason took away JMU's lead
and emotion with continuous treys that
forced a man-to-man defense change.
"When you've got three guys
pumping in the outside shot, and
certainly one of the top players in the
league [Kenny Sanders] inside really
beating up on you," McCorry said,
"that's a tough combination to beat.
"Once they got that spurt the emotion
comes out of you a little bit and then
it's tough to recover."
That spurt included consecutive
three-pointers at the end of the half and
dominiating play be Sanders inside.
When the onslaught was over, Mason
had outscored JMU 21-6 in the last
seven minutes of the half to go in with
a 47-31 lead
See GAME page 27>

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Interim head coach Tom McCorry looks on as JMU loses to
George Mason Saturday at the Convocation Center.

Reaction mixed to Thurston's resignation
The assignment I was given before Saturday
night's men's basketball game against George
. Mason was to write a story on the reaction of the
players and fans on the removal of JMU head coach
John Thurston.
Reaction? How can you have a reaction to
something as sudden and unexpected as Thurston
resigning just the morning before?
Sure, Thurston's job appeared to be gone despite
last season's record; and the turmoil that was
beginning to build in the last week was distracting
to the team, but the JMU administration's decision
to tell him they would not renew his contract on
Friday — after it appeared the decision would be
postponed until the end of the season — seemed to
surprise everybody.
How do you react to the sudden, the unexpected?
Freshman Alan Dorsey summed it up best

"It was really a shock to me," he said simply after
JMU's 86-66 defeat to Mason. "They [Dukes] had a
great year last year and we were expected to do real
well this year. [I never thought] (hat he'd be leaving.
[Now] there are just a lot of questions on our
minds."

FOR THE RECORD
Thomas Bergeron
Captain Robert Griffin may have made the most
important statement of the night when he talked
about how hard it will be to forget about what has
happened.
"I wish we could [just put everything out of our
minds], but deep down inside that feeling, that

tingling, is still there," Griffin said. "We're not
going to get rid of that [Going out against Mason]
was just a different feeling."
Well, then, how should the Dukes respond? "We
just [have] got to come together as a team and put
something extra into it," Griffin said.
But how do you put a little extra into something
that may not be there? The Dukes were not having a
good season, not coming along as expected and now
they have to start all over again. The task seems
impossible.
Surprisingly, student reaction was almost
immeasurable. Many students that I talked to at the
game said they didn't even know of the incident
until the day of the game. Others said they didn't
know enough to form an opinion. But some who
obviously felt they could, chose to do something
about it
Up in the student section, some fans brought
See REACTION page 22>
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Women avoid letdown, hold off Patriots
By Sonny Dearth
sports editor

FAIRFAX — Following Wednesday's draining
81-69 defeat at sixth-ranked Virginia, JMU women's
basketball coach Shclia Moorman knew preparing her
team to play its third road game of the week wouldn't
be the easiest thing in the world.
But after sputtering early, on offense, her
20lh-ranked Dukes found enough reserve fuel to
cruise past Colonial Athletic Association rival
George Mason 73-55 Saturday night at GMU's
Physical Education Building. JMU improved to 15-2
overall and 6-0 in the conference, extending its CAA
winning streak to 22 games. The Patriots fell to 11-6
and 3-3.
"American, [Virginia] Tech, Virginia and this game
at Mason — that's a tough stretch .. ..I was scared to
death of it," Moorman said. We [coaching staff]
warned the kids about [a possible letdown]. I have to
give them all the credit in the world, because I really
think the effort to overcome that was there. They
knew that this game should be important to them."
Center Sydney Beasley scored 22 points to lead the
Dukes, joined in double figures by Donna Budd (12),
Alisa Harris (11) and Missy Dudley (10).
According to Dudley, CAA motivation shouldn't be
a concern.
"I think it's pretty easy to get motivated for any
conference game, because we know we have to win
the conference to go the NCAA tournament," Dudley
said. "We did a good job of sticking together as a
team. We didn't play real well, but we won the game

and that's what counts."
Though the Dukes were forewarned, some of their
early play — primarily field-goal shooting — didn't
reflect their mental preparation. JMU sank only eight
of its first 27 shots from the floor, missing both
layups and open perimeter jumpers against the
Patriots' zone.
"I think physically we were fatigued," Moorman
said. "That accounted for a lot of the short shots and
[being] half a step slow at times, but I really thought
the kids made a great effort to play this game."

"/ always look forward to a
defensive challenge. I'm
^always willing to draw a
charge. It's a nice thing to
fall back on because your
shot doesn't always fall."
—Missy Dudley
Much of that effort came on defense, where JMU
maintained most of their usual intensity to keep the
score close throughout its cold stretch.
GMU, paced by the driving and shooting skills of
guard Cindy Baruch (game-high 21 points), took a
10-6 edge with 12:40 left in the first half, but Dukes'
guard Diane Budd hit a 16-footer and two free throws
to tie the game.

Beasley sank two free throws and a follow shot to
put JMU ahead 18-14 with 6:19 to go, but GMU's
Veronica Holland hit a pair of foul shots and Tracy
-Lyle canned a 15-footer for an 18-18 tie with 5:25
remaining.
At that point, the Dukes — especially freshman
guard Paula Schulcr — emerged from their offensive
hibernation and reeled off 14 straight points to take
command. While GMU continued to.misfire and
commit turnovers, Schuler hit an 18-footer to put
JMU in front to stay at 20-18, then hit two more
outside jumpers to help the Dukes move ahead 34-22
at halftime.
"In the first half, the defense kept us in there when
the shooting didn't come that easily," Moorman said.
"And then wheB we were able to hit some outside
shots, we took that double-figures lead."
Even though Baruch continually found ways to
score, Moorman complimented Dudley for her
defensive play against GMU's top point-getter.
"In the second half. Missy did a great job not
allowing her that drive to the basket," Moorman said.
"Missy gave her some cushion, which helped her take
away the drive."
Said Dudley: "I always look forward to a defensive
challenge. I'm always willing to draw a charge. It's a
nice thing to fall back on because your shot doesn't
always fall."
With 16:05 left in the game, the Dukes moved
ahead 45-28 as guard Donna Budd recovered a tipped
pass and sank a short jumper. The Patriots closed the
See WOMEN page 25>
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cardboard signs with definite editorial
views.

Reacting to the coach's release, signs
said, "They crucified John" and "We
want Thurston." But another stated.

"We don't want stoopid players," in
reference to sophomore Claude
Ferdinand — who was suspended by

•

-

Staff photo by STEPHEN BATES
Many of the JMU players still feel the shock of John Thurston's resignation.
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Thurston for academic reasons but
reinstated just days before Thurston
heard the word on his future.
Student Scott Davis said he thought
Thurston's fate was sealed by his own
actions.
"I think a lot of the comments that he
had made in the past week sort of put
him in concrete," Davis said. "He
started off wrong in the beginning and
it continued through the semester."
Senior Brad Thompson wasn't
surprised by the university's decision,
but was upset about the timing.
"I wasn't shocked by it; I think I saw
it coming, but I'm not happy about fl
he said. "It just seems to have put the
basketball team in a bad situation."
How true.
Luckily for interim head coach Tom
McCorry, he now has almost a week to
lead practice before the Dukes make a
three-day trip to North Carolina to play
UNC-Wilmington Saturday and East
Carolina Monday.
The practices and the trip should
bring the team closer together, but don't
expect any miracles. It's much too late
in the year to start all over. All the
Dukes can do now is play out the
season and try to put the events of the
past several weeks behind them — an
impossible task.
JMU's men's basketball program is
not finished because of this episode.
The season, however, is.
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Swimmers outlast Tribe 143-125
,—,

•? ^ Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
J's Heather Stewart executes a dive
ing the Dukes' win over William and
Friday at Godwin Hall.

By John R. Cralg
staff writer
With the lead changing poolsides five times in the
first seven events, the JMU women's swimming and
diving team beat William and Mary at Savage
Natatorium Friday night
Each team won eight events, but the Dukes swept
the 50-yard freestyle and went on to win their final
dual meet of the year, 143-125.
Annie Jones won the 50-yard freestyle with a time
of 24.75, followed by teammates Trish Mulligan at
25.55 and Kristianna Fisher with 25.89. JMU coach
Judi Flohr threw her fist in the air when her Dukes
won the event
"[When they won the 50-yard freestyle] they knew
they had it but they couldn't sit back and let it
happen," Flohr said. "When you go one, two, three
in an event it gets everybody psyched up, including
the divers going into their event"
The win in the 50-yard freestyle gave JMU a 60-57
lead that the Dukes wouldn't relinquish as they went
into the diving competition.
Despite a shin splint, JMU freshman diver Heather
Stewart won the 1-meter diving with a 220.73.
William and Mary's Tara Martin was second with a
197.93, Nancy Lowery placed third with a 172.73 for
JMU and teammate Angela Atkinson had a 160.80.
"Heather sat out since the beginning of the week
and has had problems since [the meets in]
Richmond," diving coach Kurt Burgeson said. "She
worked out [Thursday] but0 it is hurting her every
time.
"I think, though, she's got a real good chance to
win the conference if she keeps going the way she
is."
The Tribe's Martin won 3-meter diving with a
212.225, followed by Stewart at 204.75, Lowery

Teacher nips former pupil
By John R. Craig
staff writer

Whenever two in-state schools clash, whether
athletically or academically, the desire to out-do the
other is a little greater than normal. But when the
JMU women's swimming and diving team beat
William and Mary 143-125 Friday night, it was
more than two Virginia schools competing.
"There's two reasons [the win was special]," said
JMU head coach Judi Flohr, in her fourth season
with the Dukes. "Number one, from the beginning
Of time there has been a rivalry between William
.'and Mary and James Madison, especially in the
[women's sports. I don't know if the rivalry is as
[strong in the men's, but I know it exists in the
[ women. That was obvious the first year I was here.
"Then, [secondly], the fact that their coach is a
former swimmer of mine just intensifies the
rivalry."
Anne Howes was a pupil of Flohr's at the College
of Wooster in Ohio for the 1981-82 season, Howes'
senior year.
"It was my best year of swimming," Howes said.
"We were really excited because we had a new coach
and she was very enthusiastic. She was a good
coach.
"It was the first time we had a coach that really

cared about the team and that made our season for
us."
Wooster went 11-1 that year at the Division III
level. They wound up second in the conference to
Kenyon College, who Howes says has been
Division III national champions for "years and
years."
"I think the biggest thing I remember when I
swam with her was that her workouts were really
diverse and we never had boring practices," Howes
said. "I hope the swimmers on my team feel the
same way that the practices were very interesting."
Howes graduated from Wooster in 1982 and is
coaching the Tribe for her third year.
"She's very enthusiastic too," Howes said of
Flohr. "She really knows how to motivate you for
the big meets. For both our teams this was a big
meet and I think she got her team up for it really
well."
Flohr spent three seasons at Wooster, from 1981
until 1984, before coming to JMU.
"It is more significant to have beaten William and
Mary than Richmond [last week]," Flohr said,
"because William and Mary is a much better team
and we beat a good team and we know it"
For both coaches, the rivalry is friendly and the
two will meet again this year as they lead their
teams at the Colonial Athletic Association
championship meet in two weeks.

with 168.675 and Atkinson with a 159.225.
"I am ecstatically happy [about the win] because I
think we have a little more confidence," said Jones, a
transfer from the University of Georgia two years ago
and the only senior on the team.
"I think we needed some confidence on our team.
We had a bad attitude since we were on the down-side
in our meets."
Jones and junior Andrea Currier competed in their
final home meet as both move on. Jones will
graduate and Currier will be in a student teacher
program next year and therefore won't be able to
swim. The rest of the team consists of freshmen and
sophomores.
William and Mary won the opening event, the
200-yard medley relay, and led 9-6, but Flohr said
this race wasn't critical.
"We didn't win the medley relay, [but the Dukes]
didn't let that bother them," Flohr said. "We weren't
far behind, but we were behind, and . . . they kept
after it"
JMU's Kamic Kuester won the next event the
1,000-yard freestyle with a time of 10:39.03, almost
10 seconds in front of the Tribe's Pat Olivo with
10:47.69. William and Mary also placed third and
fourth to maintain its lead, 18-14.
Flohr and William and Mary coach Anne Howes, a
former swimmer of Flohr's at the College of Wooster
in Ohio, each countered the other as the next five
events see-sawed. As each team won an event it led.
JMU placed first third and fifth to lead for the first
time, 25-24, after the 200-yard freestyle, putting
William and Mary in check. Taking first and second
in the 100-yard backstroke, the Tribe led 35-31.
Rae Asbridge, Donna Rosato and Diedre Barr placed
one, three and five, respectively, in the 100-yard
breaststroke for a 42-41 JMU lead. Pam Taylor and
Amy Johnson counter-attacked for William and Mary,
winning first and second in the 200-yard butterfly to
move ahead 54-46.
The Dukes got tired of this battle and won the
50-yard freestyle to take the lead for good.
"Before the meet even started, we were excited and
ready to go out there and swim fast," Flohr said.
"[During] our warmup, people were up and they were
excited and that set the tone."
JMU led 125-111 after the 3-meter diving, but
William and Mary still had a chance to win the meet
with first and second-place finishes in the last two
events.
The Tribe took first, second and fifth in the
400-yard individual medley as Kori Gchsmann won
with a 4:47.07. JMU led, however, 130-123.
Mulligan, Sue Lowthert, Fisher and Jones thwarted^
William and Mary's comeback effort, wrapping up
the meet victory and setting a new pool record of
1:40.32, which erased Old Dominion's mark of
1:40.85.
"We were obviously hoping to win [the meet] and
we were psyched up for it," Howes said. "It shows
that we're going to be in a real good position at the
conference meet in two weeks and I think that we
should be very competitive there. The focus of our
season is the conference meet"
Preparing for the Tribe, the team convened and
talked for a better part of the week and Flohr said it
paid off.
"We didn't go as many hours [in practice] but the
hours we did were a little bit higher in quality," Flohr
said. "It was a mental practice that was worth at least
two water practkes,,''
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Gymnasts take third in Valley Invitational
Gymnastics Championships. That puts
us in with a bunch of teams that arc
right at our level."
Harlcy hopes to qualify for the
NCAA championships this year. Last
year he narrowly missed, but this year
he has an excellent chance of
qualifying, according to Gauthier —
who added that Harley's 9.5 on the floor
exercise is the kind of performance that
Harley needs to make the NCAA's. "It's
really tough, you're in the elite . . .
we're talking about being in there with
some Olympians."
Harley looks to improve his scores
over the course of his senior season,
hoping to break the school all-around
record. As for the NCAA's, Harley said
his best shot to qualify is on the vault
ortn the floor exercise. "Either one,"
Harley said. "It doesn't matter."
Gauthier expects McDonald and
fellow freshman Steve McCarthy to
make major contributions by season's
end.
"If Larry can gel himself strong, he'll
play a major role," Gauthier said. "He's
about where Mike [Harlcy] was his
freshman year, so he has a lot of
potential."
Originally, Kent State and Navy were
scheduled to compete in Saturday's
meet. According to Gauthier, both
teams said they would compete after
Gauthicr changed the date of the meet to
accomodale the differing schedules.
However, somewhere along the
"bureaucratic channels," the teams
backed out.
Despite the "no-shows," Gauthier was
pleased with the meet and the teams
that had participated.
"The judges were pretty good today,"
Gauthier said. "They kept the meet
flowing, so it had a good spectator
appeal. Sometimes we've had meets
where the judges have been slow, and
that has really killed spectator support."

By Matt Wasnlewski
staff writer

_

Hosting the fifth annual Shcnandoah
Valley Invitational in Godwin Hall
Saturday, the JMU men's gymnastics
team was looking for a strong team
performance. What the Dukes found
were several exceptional individual
efforts and overall improvement as a
squad.
The Dukes scored a season high
212.50 points, yet fell short, finishing
third behind an impressive Pittsburgh
team (250.65) and a strong William and
Mary squad (229.25). Radford finished
last with a score of 176.
In the individual finals, JMU senior
Mike Harlcy took first place in the
floor exercise (9.25), second place on
the vault (9.0), second on the high bar
(8.45) and sixth in the parallel bars
(8.1). He took fourth in the all-around
competition with a score of 50.25.
"We're getting better each meet,"
Dukes' coach Scott Gauthicr said. "It's a
slow process and we're getting there.
Mike [Harlcy] did a great job. Dave
Cvercko had a few. small parts. Eric
Haney had a lough meet. The rest of the
team is coming along."
"We did well overall," Harley said.
"We had our highest score of the
season. We had a goal of beating
Radford, which is sort of a standing
goal, and we did that. Pitt is one of the
better teams in the East. They're
probably one of the better teams we'll
play all year."
Sophomore Dave Cvercko qualified
for the finals on the pommel horse and
rings. He placed sixth in both events,
with a 7.55 on the pommel horse and a
8.45 on the rings. He also finished
sixth in the all-around competition with
a score of 45.40.
Sophomore Eric Haney also qualified
for the finals on the vault with a score
of 8.9, but did not place in the finals.
Although he was able to compete on
the vault, his shoulder injury prevented
him from finishing his pommel horse
and parallel bar routines.
During the team competition, the
Dukes turned in their best performances
on the floor exercise. Harley earned a

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Robert Blankenship performs on the parallel bars to help the
Dukes earn third place in the Shenandoah Valley Invitational.
9.5, qualifying for the finals. Haney
(8.4), Cvercko (8.7) and freshman Larry
McDonald (8.9) turned in strong
performances but failed to qualify.

Women.
> (Continued from page 22)

gap to 47-36, but Beasley hit two free throws and a
3-footer to help JMU reinstate its 17-point lead with
11 minutes to go.
The young Patriots, however, showed their marked
improvement from recent years — scoring 12 of the
next 13 points as JMU's frustration with the officials
mounted.
"We had one little stretch where the officiating was
of concern," Moorman said. "I felt like the officials
were listening to Mason's bench; they were letting
them [Patriots] call the game. It had us off-balance; it

"This will be the team that comes
along later in the season," Gauthier
said.-"We're gearing up for the state
meet and the North Atlantic

The Dukes will compete at Temple
University Feb. 6 and Kent State
University Feb. 14. The NAGL
Championships will be in Burlington,
VL, March 4. But Gauthicr said the
Dukes will focus on the Virginia
Collegiate Championships in
Williamsburg March 27.

/

allowed them lo make that run."
While the Dukes lost their concentration on
offense, Baruch scored five points and forward Jerolyn
Weathersby hit three foul shots to pull GMU to
54-44. As JMU called timeout, the usually placid
Moorman received a technical foul for voicing her
displeasure with the officials.
Another Weathersby foul shot and three more free
throws by Baruch trimmed the lead to 54-48 with
6:21 left, but JMU composed itself and went for the
kill. Donna Budd's give-and-go lay up from Missy
Dudley ended GMU's streak at the 5:40 mark and the
Dukes promptly surged ahead 62*48 with four

minutes to go.
The Patriots, forced to abandon their inside game
and launch 3-pointers, never got closer than 12 after
that — much to the delight of many JMU supporters
among the crowd of 1,762.
"Isn't it great?" Moorman said of the Dukes'
surprising friendly tumo'ut. "We had a lot of
[alumni]. It was almost like a home game, except for
the rims."
Except for a trip to Richmond Feb. 18, JMU can
look forward to the friendly environment of the
Convocation Center in CAA play.
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Freshman wrestler fills coach's shoes
By Stephanie Swaim
staff writer

»

•

Last year opposing coaches breathed a
sigh of relief when JMU wrestler Jeff
"Peanut" Bowyer retired from his
dominance in the 118-pound weight
class. Now, however, they are being
frustrated once again — by the Dukes'
new weapon, freshman Carey Falcone.
It's not so much what Falcone has
done since donning a JMU uniform —
it's what he could do. And according to
Bowyer, who is now the Dukes' mat
coach, Falcone has unlimited potential.
"Carey's going to be a great one. 1
don't know how long [it's going to
take], but he's going to be tough,"
Bowyer said. "I think he has the same
talent right now that [Brian] Kurlander
had when he came in as a freshman, and
he was our First All-American. I
wouldn't be suprised if Carey was our
second."
Falcone certainly has the credentials
to be an All-American. A wrestler for
12 years, he won the 1982 World
School Boy Championships, was Prep
National Champion his sophomore and
senior years in high school (his junior
year he suffered a broken wrist the week
before the tournament), was voted most
valuable wrestler at Prep Nationals his
senior year, and is a national freestyle

wrestling champion and runner-up.
Falcone attended high school at Blair
Academy in Blairstown, N.J., the
number one prep school in the nation
for wrestling, but calls the Poconos of
Pennsylvania home. At Blair, which
sends about 90 percent of its wrestlers
to college on scholarship, Falcone went
undefeated his sophomore year, lost

been important for Falcone to try to
"fill Peanut's shoes."
"I think in the beginning of the
season [Carey was feeling pressured]
maybe not trying to fill my shoes more
or less, but just because he was such a
highly sought-after recruit. When he
got in here I think everyone was
expecting him to be successful right

"Now I think he's a lot more relaxed
when he goes out there. It's starting
to show because he's really wrestling
to where he's capable of now."
left "Peanut" Bowyer
once his junior year by a slam and
suffered only one loss as a senior — to
a Lehigh University junior varsity
wresder.
"I had losses [in high school], but
they were college losses," Falcone said.
"This year I think I've lost already six
times. It's a big difference to get used to
losing. It kind of puts it into
perspective."
While some athletes might find it
hard to step into a program where their
predecessor was so successful, both
Falcone and Bowyer say that it hasn't

away. It just doesn't happen like that in
college, especially since Carey is a
young kid and there are seniors who are
much more physically mature than
him," Bowyer said.
Falcone said, "I don't really compare
myself to Peanut. At the beginning of
the year I put a lot of pressure on
myself not because I was comparing
myself to Peanut, but because I thought
that if I went out and lost, those guys
[on the team] weren't going to think
that I was tough. I felt like I had to earn
their respect. I think most of the

i
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GREAT SHAKES

pressure I put on myself.
"I wasn't opening up in the beginning
of the season. My technique was good
but I was afraid to lose. I thought that
if I went out there and started losing
that I wasn't pulling my weight. I
wasn't going out on the mat to win, I
was going out not to lose — that's a
big difference.
Bowyer said that as Falcone has
stopped pressuring himself, he has
gained more confidence and it is
beginning to show on the mat.
"Now I think he's a lot more relaxed
when he goes out there. It's starting to
show because he's really wrestling to
where he's capable of wrestling now,"
Bowyer said.
One would expect Bowyer, a former
118-pounder, to feel some camaraderie
with the wrestler who came in to take
his place. One also might expect there
to be some competition between the
two. Both say that isn't the case.
"I'm the new guy now and usually
you'd expect [the old wresder] to feel
threatened, but it's not like that at all,"
Falcone said. "When everyone on the
team is watching us wresde at practice
it's not like he is out to prove a point
or anything. He's trying to coach me,
help me."
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Legendre fifth
in high jump
JMU women's high jumper Danielle
Legendre was the only Dukes' athlete to
place in the Princeton Relays last
weekend at Princeton, N.J.
/

Legendre placed fifth in the high
jump with an effort of 5-feet- 5.3/4
inches, only one-quarter inch under the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
qualifying standard.

(upcoming events in JMU sports)
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Wednesday — JMU at Virginia
Commonwealth University
(Richmond), 7:30 p.m.
WRESTLING

Tuesday — George Mason at,
JMU, 7:30 p.m.

Game

►■ (Continued from page 21)

Said Winchester in disbelief after the
game, "I don't think they missed a three
pointer there in the first half, at all."
That Mason run took a lot out of the
Dukes in the adrenaline department as
well. JMU had a curiously large crowd
of 6,016 at the Convocation Center,
that seemed to fuel the Dukes early.
Perhaps, too early, coach?
"It's possible," McCorry said. "But
you can never fault a team for doing
that. The team comes out and wants to
give everything they have early, you
can never say that that's a negative
thing because they spent [their
emotion] too early."
Whatever JMU had left didn't show
up in the second half, shooting a dismal
24 percent after the break and 32 percent
for the game. Meanwhile.the Patriots
continued their good shooting while
unleashing Sanders against whoever
dared to stop him.
It wasn't as though Sanders needed
incentive. He still remembered vividly
an O-for-12 performance in
Harrisonburg last January.
The junior forward, who was named
all-CAA a year ago, took advantage of
JMU's man-to man switch and caught
fire inside. When the smoke cleared, he
had 20 points, eight from the free-throw
line, and 10 rebounds.
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McCorry tried to make some changes,
but things weren't quite in sync at
points during the game, he said, as
JMU started to drift back to some old,
bad habits.
"We had called a couple of timeouts
and tried to make some adjustments,"
he said. "But again, they're not used to
what I'm trying to do yet in a game
situation.
"Sometimes they might have been a
bit unsure of what I wanted from them.
. . That's not to their discredit, that's
what's going to happen in those
situations, and eventually that will
change."
Mason had its biggest lead at 68-41
with 10:41 left in the game, and never
led by less than 18 the rest of the way.
Forward Ralph Glenn led the Dukes
in scoring with 13 points, and Robert
Griffin followed him with 12 points.
The Dukes now have a week off
before heading to North Carolina to
play UNC-Wilmington Saturday and
East Carolina Monday. McCorry is
hoping to get the most out of the time
off.
"We're fortunate to have a week now
before we play again," he said. "We've
got some good practices ahead, and
we're going to have time to make some
of those adjustments."

Men win twice
at Towson St.
The JMU men's swimming team
swept a double dual meet Saturday in
Towson, Md., romping 178-44 over
Towson State and edging Shippensburg
109-108.
JMU's 400-yard freestyle relay squad
of Brian Tobias, Randy Parker, Mike
Hurley and Mike Gough took first place
with a time of 3:08.73 for the decisive
points against Shippensburg.
Eric Johnson won the 200-yard
individual medley and the 200-yard
brcaststroke for the Dukes, and Steve
Scanlon took first in both 1- and
3-meter diving.

Twojfrins, record:
highlights at meet
JMUs men's indoor track team won
two first places and set a school record
in the Princeton Relays Saturday in
Princeton, N.J.
Marcel Davis won the 60-yard dash
with a time of 6.4 seconds and the
Dukes' mile relay team of Lawrence
Smith, David Maynor, Chris Miller and
Desi Wynter took top honors with a
time of 3:25.40.
The distance medley relay team of
Claud Gibson, Wynter, Jeff Fritz and
Doug Bloor broke a JMU record with a
third-place time of 10:31.90.

Enterprise Travel
'The Travel Leader"

Plan for Spring Break Now!
All Services Tree
Convenient to Campus
Lowest Fares Available

Both UVA rays and UVB rays

LAUDERDALE

THE ISLANDS

433-5656

785 East Market Street

Start Thinking Valentine's!

igdi

E

Dukes Plaza Shopping Center
Large Selection of Fresh and Silk Flowers,
Balloons, many unique Gifts and
CALIFORNIA RAISINS!
"Expression 9hirCutters

1431 South Main St.
434-7055

433-7789
2185 S. Main St

Hours: Mon-Thurs 10-6
Fri-Sat 10-9
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VIEWPOINT
Bad P.R.
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AFTER 13 YEARS of service and
dedication to JMU, John Thurston was
removed from his post as head basketball
coach Friday morning after he failed to meet
university standards—for public relations.
In most cases, a decision like this would be
based on wins and losses or some illegal action
that would put the university in trouble with the
NCAA. This time, however, the main reason
cited in a prepared statement by President
Ronald Carrier was a concern over the basketball
program not portraying an image consistent with
that of the academic community.
Though Carrier never defines what Thurston
did to put a blemish on the academic community,
it's not hard to read between the lines. On a few
occasions this season; Thurston has made
comments in the heat of the moment after a
disappointing loss.
Unfortunately, some of the remarks were taken
personally by fans who voiced their displeasure
by calling Carrier. Carrier voiced his displeasure
by not renewing Thurston's contract.
Throughout his reign at JMU, Carrier has never
been one to shy away from the spotlight when it
comes to promoting his cherished university.
Plain and simple, he's a politician. And politicians
act in a way that makes them look good in the
public eye, no matter who gets hurt in the
process.
proce
" OHN THURSTON WAS one of those
victims. In a show of strength, Carrier
forced out an individualist, someone who
didn't fit his system. As one local editor put it, the
move demonstrated the "arrogance of power."
Carrier soon should realize that his dream of
having everyone under a magical public relations
umbrella never will come true by using that
power to dismiss top-quality coaches who speak
their mind.
Which brings us to Thurston's record. Just one
season ago, the Dukes were 20-10, in the
National Invitation Tournament, and Thurston
was awarded coach-of-the-year honors in the
state and the Colonial Athletic Association. He
maintained a clean, well-respected program, and
deserved an extension last summer, not
questions this winter.
But according to Carrier's statement, there
were concerns whether Thurston "could
establish a basketball program with a good public
image and one which maintained good
relationships with the students, the players, the
fans and the JMU faculty."
For all his years of service, Thurston was
dismissed with the greatest of disrespect.
Dismissed not because he wasn't fulfiling his
duties as a basketball coach, but because he
refused to abide by the unwritten rules at a
school that's quickly becoming known as P.R.U.
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The above editorial is the opinion of the 1987-88

Breeze editorial board
RobWashburn
editor
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Message from the past lost
with society's 'new slavery'
Two weeks ago today, Patricia Russell-McCloud
spoke to a crowded Wilson Hall audience and, for a
very special 30 minutes, mesmerized the university.
In her speech, she revitalized the thoughts of
Martin Luther King, who would have been 59 this
year, and helped to celebrate his birthday.
Martin Luther King should serve as a link between
past and present for college students. He was alive
when many of us were bom but died before we could
appreciate his words and ideas.
Dr. King's doings are within everyone and are part
of everything today. He marched on Washington and
endured jailings. He was dedicated to non-violence
when serenity seemed at best to be a whisper in a
storm. His message meant change and the country
responded.
Russell-McCloud's address was a special portrait of
our nation's last 20 years. Her message was different
than Rev. King's because she was speaking to an
altered society—a people different than those
gathered at the Lincoln Memorial 20 years before.
Where Rev. King expounded equality,
Russell-McCloud spoke of the next step. When you
succeed, she pleaded, "pull someone up with you."_.
- About the struggle to succeed: "The only place
that success comes before the word 'work' is in the
dictionary."

About what it lakes: "We must be aware of the
problem so that we can be a part of the solution."
About a new crisis: "We must have a freedom
from a new slavery—a slavery that focuses upon
social problems that impede the progress of
Americans in general and black Americans in
particular..."
Two days after the affair, I spoke with Student

SGA INSIGHT
JeffBrauer
Government Association Legislative Vice-President
James Colcman to collect thoughts and ideas.
Coleman had, to his credit, delivered an "oratorically
able" introduction for Russell-McCloud.
"Even though black persons have made progress in
society, we still have distance to go," he said. "Her
cry to 'Let Freedom Ring!' was about this new
slavery."
; Well said, James.
And well said Patricia Russell-McCloud. Your
words, like Rev. King's are timeless.

^■PW"
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To Save an Albatross: Media respect
To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses,
the world is indebted for ail the triumphs which have
been gained by reason and humanity over error and
oppression.
—J'ames Madison
Sensationalistic, biased, morbid, distortive,
tasteless and subjective—such are the charges one
levels at the media when one sees/hears/reads
something unpleasant. Though not entirely
unfounded at times, such relentless media-bashing is
quite dangerous to both the clearest mirror of our
national soul and the greatest preserver of our
freedom. Error it may, and will, it too needs be
preserved.
•
Oftentimes the media are denounced as having made
the news instead of having simply reported it to us.
Last week's confrontation between Dan Rather and
George Bush is an excellent case in point, and
whether you believe Rather overstepped the bounds of
journalistic integrity or not, the conduct of the
interview itself became a news event in addition to
any information that was gleaned from Bush.
So how far should the media go in exercising the
power of public inquiry? As far as it possibly can.
Concerning the Rather/Bush interview, as dramatic
as it seemed, there was really no reason for all the
attention it drew. Nothing new or important was
learned—only the true colors of both newsman and
vice-president came into sharper focus, and for both,
unflattcringly.
Thus, such relatively spirited exchange is quite
harmless—and even healthy, for through such hard,
pressured sessions do the improprieties, scandals, and

criminal antics of our leaders reveal themselves.
Making the real news, then, is truly impossible for
the media. The Washington Post did not make
Watergate, it investigated, uncovered, and publicized
it. Those who read it thought it grievous enough to
press for Nixon's resignation.
Il will undoubtedly be argued by some that
although The Post did not cause Watergate, it did
make it appear more monstrous than it was.
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WATCHING THE
WHEELS
^^mtm^

Rob Morano
But something does not come from nothing, and
the tremendous national antipathy which greeted
Nixon's "I am not a crook" plea certainly was
something with a strong foundation in the psyche of
the American people. If not, it would have been The
Post that crashed and burned instead. The same
applies to media coverage of Vietnam, and more
recently, Afghanistan.
But must the media be so openly opposed to the
prevailing administration consensus, so critical and
so antagonistic? Absolutely.
For one, those in power tend to abuse it—a cliche,
to be sure, but most cliches have a ring of truth
about them, however banal. The media, in short,
keep the power-holders on their toes. They keep them
answerable, accountable.

It is, as Madison would say, one of the few
counter-balances we have against the inevitable drift
of our rulers towards corruption and/or complacency.
The media also provide another invaluable service:
a built-in measure of the criteria for establishing the
security, secrecy, effectiveness, and (when they are
discovered) desirability of such things as covert
operations.
Exist as they must, we are nonetheless able to ask
several questions of each's particular nature. How
risky is the operation? How desirable or important?
And if they can't keep it hidden from us reporters,
how will they hide it from trained spies and
espionage experts?
Finally, the media provide us with possibly the
only chance to catch a glimpse of what we were,
what we are, and what we will become. Through its
most accessible and public of forums, we are revealed
in all our faults and frailties.
Believing ourselves invincible, invulnerable,
immortal, we see, hear, and read daily, nightly and
hourly of our failings. Perhaps we have giown too
irritable, too weary of bad news, shocking news,
news that demands of us to question ourselves, our
beliefs, and our world.
Perhaps that is why the Supreme Court recently
decided to restrict what high school newspapers print,
why books with titles such as The Closing of the
American Mind sell so well. Perhaps we have
decided, even unconsciously, to close ourselves off
from the media, from the constant barrage of
negativity and uncertainty, against the cries of a
mistakenly black albatross.

Forget the execs and look at committee
Over Christmas break I watched with great
amusement as the commissioners of the New Jersey
Garden State Parkway were grilled after proposing the
doubling of tolls to help supplement their own 15
percent salary increases.
In these years of 4 percent inflation, how can
anyone in a public position justify increasing their
own salary IS percent? Then I came back to JMU and
watched the SGA propose increasing executive
salaries 93 percent and 134 percent.
For some reason it didn't pass. The original
proposal of granting a full year's tuition was,
drastically cut to half a year's free ride. But how many
people get the whole moon when they ask for it?
Why the sudden need to jack up these executive
salaries? Apparently the SGA execs have been
working themselves to death, at least according to the
SGA Internal Affairs Committee. The Internal Affairs
Committee not only is the sponsor of the proposal,
but it is also the most compassionate committee in
the SGA. Listen to some of these quotes:
"We feel they [SGA officers] shouldn't have to
worry about financial obligations because they are
serving the university."
"[They] are so dedicated to their work that they
don't have time to obtain an outside job."
Henry Ford Community College and the University
of Toronto executives receive full stipends and "in
this respect we feel our SGA is not adequately
compensated."
Let's get real.
If we went around throwing free tuitions at

everyone who was "serving the university," everyone
in D-Hall would be on the six-year plan, the maids
would be finishing up their graduate degrees, and
JMU would be bankrupt.
As for not being able to obtain an outside job or
being subjected to financial obligations, the
committee may have a point. I'm repulsed at the
pitiful sight of penniless, starving executive
members of other campus organizations huddling
around the PC Dukes vent for warmth and a free
meal.

1

GETTING REAL
Cart Johnson

How do the SGA execs at William and Mary
survive? They don't even get a salary. They
supposedly take the job for the "intrinsic value" of
the position.
And while we're on the subject of prestigious
institutions of higher learning, I think JMU should
follow in the footsteps of progressive leaders of
student government models.
JMU, named after the father of the Constitution,
would be proud to see us emulating such a fine
school as Henry Ford Community College. Wouldn't^
you?

The reasons given for the increases are most
justified in the suggestion that the SGA officers are
putting in twice as many hours as they are paid for. I
have known past SGA officers and have no problem
believing this. They were overworked, underpaid, and
underappreciated. But this proposal and mentioned
quotes didn't come from the Internal Affairs
Committee.
Who would benefit from the increases? The current
executives? No. Unless there is a pension plan
adopted, they'll graduate before the increases go into
effect The Internal Affairs Committee? After seeing
the hard work, dedication, and financial suffering
endured by the current executives, I'm sure they
wouldn't dream of running. Besides it would be
political suicide to propose a 134% increase in salary
one year and then run for the position the next.
Obviously, it's.the students who would most benefit
If we had well-paid, well-fed, affluent SGA officers
in the past, we wouldn't have graduation on the turf,
the banning of kegs on campus or the commuter
student satellite parking system in the present Don't
you agree? Well maybe with higher salaries we'll at
least see the last of the unopposed elections.
The SGA overwhelmingly voted their officers a
raise. Of course the Breeze would also vote their
officers a raise if they could do it with other people's
money. Every other organization would probably do
the same. My own opinion? Anyone with as much
compassion and knowledge of community colleges
and foreign universities deserves a raise. Give my
money to the Internal Affairs Committee.
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Need Financial Aid??

NOW Is The Time To Apply For Financial Aid For 1988-8f
♦ Students seeking assistance and/or employment (except Food Service, Residence Halls
♦ and Security) should obtain applications NOW from the Financial Aid Office in Hoffman Hall.i
FAF's should be mailed to Princeton, N.J. NO LATER than the second week of February.
\
If/ /Jgk
| To All Guarenteed Student Loan Applicants:
jmr JM%
If you will be applying for a Guarenteed Student Loan at any time during the 1988-89 academicj
year, federal regulations require you to file a Financial Aid Form with the College Scholarship
j Service in Princeton, N.J.
♦
DEADLINE; MARCH 18,1988
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TAKE CARE
OFYOUR
LUNGS.
THEY'RE
ONLY
HUMAN.

\

The
Brides
House

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION

:

— DO YOU THINK WAITING TABLES'
WILL LOOK GOOD ON YOUR RESUME?
We have part-time employment opportunities
that will help you develop your marketing and
communications skills.
Be a part of an industry that sold and serviced
over 40 billion dollars in 1986 alone!
Call Sabrina White

_434-2311_
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WIN A FREE

summer.

r
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

SUB & SOFTDRINK
see page 20

Contact:
t

■
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Sign up for Army ROTC Basic
Camp. You'll get six weeks of
challenges that can build up your
leadership skills as well as your
body. You'll also get almost 5700.
But hurry.This summer may be
your last chance to graduate from
college with a degree and an officer's
commission. Be all you can be.
Sec your Professor of Military
Science for details.

■

Major Saari
568-6264
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Gift of blood
appreciated

Abortion is a symptom of
many problems in society

To the editor:

To the editor:

This pest Jan. 22, 214 people look time out of
their busy schedules to give blood it the blood
drive sponsored by the Panhellenic Council. Of
these, 187 were able to donate productive,
transfusaMe pints of blood, including 37 who took
the plunge and-gave for the very first time.

It is unfortunate that even in the intellectual
environment of a university the debate over abortion
has been reduced to a level of childishly emotional
name-calling. Have these combatants ever read the
Roe v. Wade decision? Have they researched the
history of abortions and abortion law? Do they
understand the basic elements about which they
argue? Or, do they take to oral and written
argumentation in the heat of indignant feelings?
Both sides seem to need a survey of the reality and
the law of abortion in America. Justice Blackman,
writing for the majority, stated "our task, of course,
is to resolve the issue [of abortion] by consitutional
measurement free of emotion and of predilection."
The court proceeded, in a detailed and carefully worded
decision, to do just that "Abortion on demand" is not
the law of the land; in fact. Roe v. Wade dismissed it
as unconstitutional based upon the "important and
legitimate interest" of the state in protecting and
preserving health. In its decision the court upheld the
oldest "law of the land" on abortion, common law,
which allowed abortion up to the 18th week of
pregnancy.
Much of the current debate also centers around a
constitutional amendment to override the Roe
decision. It is a political reality that such an
amendment would never be passed by Congress
(several attempts have already been made). Even so, a
quick look at state abortion law yields important

On behalf of the many hospital patients who
could not have survived without the above acts of
kindness and humility, the American Red Cross
Blood Services would like to thank James Madison
University, the Panhellenic Council, and everyone
who helped and participated. Dierdre Sexton
deserves special recognition for her part in
organizing publicity, donor recruitment, and
volunteer workers. Connie Kerlin must also be
thanked for her help in arranging the availability of
the Phillips Center Ballroom.
When you spend your time organizing blood
drives and donating blood, you share a very special
part of yourselves with people who cannot live
without you; people who are alive and well thanks
to your goodness. Thank you all very much.

Timothy Wyckoff
Blood Services Representative

information. (If. for example, such a law did pass, it
would them require state radification. Or, if the
current court overruled Roe, state law would then
become "the law of the land"). In the year of the Roe
decision, all 50 states allowed abortions in order to
protect the life of the mother, 18 states (including
Virginia) and the District of Columbia had much
more permissive laws, three states (New York,
Hawaii, and Alaska) had "abortion on demand" laws,
and the growing trend was toward liberal abortion
laws. Indeed, it is these laws which now regulate
abortion in the second and third trimesters. The
lesson: the current debate over abortion does not have
sound legal status in the reality that is abortion.
As a conclusion to this discussion, I submit that
abortion, by itself, is not the problem; it is rather a
symptom of several serious problems in the
American culture: ignorance, injustice, poverty, and
crime. Abortion becomes a "right" when we stop
caring for and about the women who say they need an
abortion, when we stop using all of our money and
effort to help them. America's deepest shame is that
it cares so little for human beings that it
continuously uses its money and effort to stop,
legislate, and divide rather than to help, educate, and
unite.

7

M. Vincent Dunn
graduate student
business

Legalization is a safer way to Letters policy
deal with problem of abortion
To the editor:
I would like to respond to the abortion issue
recently discussed in the Breeze. I'd like to begin by
stating my personal position on the issue. I believe
that a child is a gift from God to a man and a woman
and that that life is a result of their love. That is,
under the best of circumstances. But to many women
abortion is a very real option, a painful and
emotional decision that is too often made alone. As a
woman, I do not believe that anyone treats this
decision lightly. It is not an "easy" way out. But
sometimes it is a solution. It is all too easy to judge
women who have had abortions. I've heard them
called "murderess" hundreds of times by pro-life
advocates. Isn't it true that the woman is also the
victim? Before we judge someone we must take a
long hard look at ourselves. How would I act under
the same circumstances?
Mr. Briggs, I also have a friend who became
pregnant during high school. She was sixteen years
old.-I don't agree with many of her decisions, but I
have a lot of respect for her. She kept her baby and is
raising him alone. When she told the father, he left.
"I^is is one option that the woman in the situation
doesn't have. She can't just walk away. Don* be so
naive to think that this decision to have the baby
didn't affect her school life much. In fact, it is a

decision that has changed the rest of her life. Under
the same circumstances, I cannot be absolutely
positive that I would have made the same decision.
I support the legalization of abortion because I
realize that there are women who are alone enough
and scared enough to whom abortion is an option,
whether it is legal or not. Legalization docs not
mean, to me, condoning abortion, it is a much safer
way to deal with a very real option.
The reason that abortion remains such a
controversial issue is that there is no clear cut "right
and wrong." Admittedly, there are other options that a
woman can take, but abortion should also be among
those options. It is up to the parents) of the child to
make the decision. No matter what that decision is, it
is a decision that will affect everyone involved for the
rest of their lives.
The best way to prevent abortions is to prevent
unwanted pregnancy. I feel that if the pro-life
advocates would dedicate their energies to education
and prevention and less time to judging and
criticizing, there would undoubtedly be many fewer
abortions. Isn't that the real goal?

Angle Moore
sophomore
communications

We want you to know that you are the reason we
are here. Reporting and analyzing the events at
JMU is our primary responsibility, and people
often have a lot to say.
The Readers' Forum page is the place to say it.
We welcome letters from the school community
on any topics that are of general interest to JMU.
All letters must be confirmed. Therefore, give us
your name, year in school, major, telephone
number and address. Letters without these things
will not be printed. If you have more than one
person writing the letter, we will indicate that
under the first name given on the letter.
If criticism is the main function of your letter,
remember to attack ideas, not people. Also,
regardless of the type of letter, please try to be as
brief as possible. Don't ramble.
Above all, don't be afraid to write, this forum is
one of the few places where your opinion gets
directly to the student body.
Deadlines for letters to the editor are 12:00 noon
on Saturdays for publication in Monday's issue,
and 5:00 p.m. Tuesdays for publication in
Thursday's issue.
We reserve the right to edit, hold or reject letters
for taste and space.
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FOOD MARKETS!

The freshest way to Save
ASSORTED

SUPER *Fft€ftf SUPER COUPON

Cover Girl
Cosmetics
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SUPER FRESH

King Size White Bread FREE!

1/2 PRICE

22 oz. loaf

With this coupon and $5.00 minimum purchase.
Valid Sun., Jan.31 thru Sat., Feb. 6,1988.
Limit one per shopping family.
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REGULAR OR LIGHT

Old Milwaukee
Beer

SUPfR:,: FRESH SUPER COUPON
GRADE A' WHITE

i Large Eggs
With this coupon and $5.00 minimum purchase.
Valid Sun., Jan.31 thru Sat., Feb. 6,1988.
Limit one per shopping family.

12 OZ.
CANS

ALL

SF601 |
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VARIETIES

Fritos

AM** iFfcUM SUPER COUPON
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TROPICANA

{Orange Juice

With this coupon and $5.00 minimum purchase.
Valid Sun., Jan.31 thru Sat., Feb. 6,1988.
Limit one per shopping family.

11 oz.
bag

II
SLICE'MTN. DEW-PEPSI FREE'
REGULAR OR DIET

Pepsi
Cola
2 LTR.
BTL.
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Jurat:!- FRESH SUPER COUPON
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■ Dove Dish Liquid
With this coupon and $5.00 minimum purchase.
Valid Sun., Jan.31 thru Sat., Feb. 6,1988.
Limit one per shopping family.
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